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Abstract 

In 2017 we published a new theory under the title: physics of the relativistic 
giant atom [1], where we suggested an alternative solution for the theory of 
special relativity. Some points were ambigious. Here in this present article we 
rewrite the same paper with clarification of the ambigios points, and with 
adding new ideas. If the original relativity says: the relativistic mass m(v) of a 
particle increases and its relativistic length decreases with a defined γ factor 
hence, the hidden meaning of this original solution is appearance of the rela-

tivistic linear mass density in the form of: ( ) 2 o
o

o o

mm m
r r r

γγ γ
   

= ≡   
   

. This 

rearrangement may allow—under defined conditions—an alternative relati-
vistic solution in the form of creation of new particles counting 2γ , each with 
the same original rest mass mo and the same original rest radius ro. This study 
searches in the conditions required for this alternative solution as follow: if we 
wrote the famous Einstein’s equation of the rest mass of a particle (let it, a 

proton) as: 
2
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= =  then this form describes the particle electro-

magnetic energy in a rest state, where the proton doesn’t feel—from interior— 
its charge and consequently this equation cannot describe repulsive electric 
energy. If we multiplied the left side of this equation by the number one then 
the result should be the same right side, and the equation still describes the 
proton in its rest state. Now if we defined a sphere s, with a quantity of pro-
tons p, distributed homogeneously among much more number of neutrons n, 

and if we have a quantity equal the number one as: 
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cr  is the spacing between particles).  
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(where rs is the radius of the sphere while c is the speed of the electromagnetic 
energy and not real particle speed). This nonrelativistic equation is still carry-
ing the same meaning, and it is—still—describing the rest mass equivalent 
energy of the same particle with the same rest state defined by the new spacing 
rc (in addition to its inertial description defined by its rest radius ro). The hid-
den meaning here is condensation of the particles in this new rest state. This 
last equation realizes two results: first, it describes the particle in its rest state, 
so the sphere can absorb physically all the repulsive & exclusive energies, and 
second, it realizes the initial conditions: om m=  & or r=  (where the Cou-
lomb’s equation form is now fixed on the Einstein’s form) hence, we may 
conclude an alternative relativistic solution in the form of: 2 .on nγ=  This 
idea led me to put a base for physics of self-replication as application of the 
relativistic giant charge which is ultra-cold fermions condensate. This state 
has the relativistic efficiency to make the particles replicate and withdraw all 
the kinetic energy. When we followed up physics of the giant atom we found 
complete coincidence between the estimated parameters of its orbit and the 
astronomic parameters of the solar system. This means that the solar 
system—in one of its primordial evolutionary stages—was a giant atom like 
system, and in the same time gives documents for the correctness of physics of 
the giant atom.  
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1. Introduction 

In this paper we put the relativistic basis for the giant atom like system [1]. Be-
fore we go with the discussion we have to stress on that it may appear in the be-
ginning of this long study that there was contradiction with the current know-
ledge like the constant speed of light, Pauli’s exclusion principle, and like quan-
tum physics, but as soon as possible we would find that the study completely re-
spects such facts. Also we have to remember all over this study that the final 
macroscopic state of the microscopic events inside the giant charge is the abso-
lute zero energy except from a bit quantity of energy. We would divide the dis-
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cussion into two parts: the first would discuss physics of the relativistic giant 
charge, while the second will discuss the solar system in its primordial evolutio-
nary stage as giant atoms, where we would discover that there is complete coin-
cidence between the estimated parameters of the orbits of the giant atoms and 
that of the solar system as a document for the past existence of the giant atom 
system. The first part of this study discusses physics of the giant charge, while 
the second part discusses physics of this giant atom like system as orbital, and 
gives evidences for possibility of existence of such system. 

Throughout the first part of this study we will find that the relativistic giant 
charge unit, like the giant proton unit (Compton sphere) having a quantity of 
elementary particles equal 2110n =  would produce—under a defined physical 
condition—the alternative relativistic solution in the form of replication by copy 
and paste to appear as a giant proton (the adult) having quantity of particles 
equal 4510N = . The careful mathematic manipulation with relativity would re-
veal that the relativistic particle mass (inside the giant charge unit) would not 
increase by its high speed (special relativity will not affect the mass of the ele-
mentary particle) but instead, the particles quantity is the one which increases 
(the substitutive relativistic solution would be in the form of increase the par-
ticles count from n into N). This means that the energies of the electric and that 
of the relativistic gravitational field uG and also of the quantum state would be 
withdrawn giving finally a macroscopic rest state (the relativistic mass m = the 
rest mass mo). 

Explicitly, the process of self-replication is the relativistic alternative solution. 
So if you looked for physics of this unit you would convince that the rest state is 
the macroscopic net state, or you can put the growth action in place of the mo-
tion action. This study stands on two physical bases. The first one is to put the 
coulomb’s form of the electrostatic energy in the form of the famous Einstein’s 
equation of the rest mass of a particle, and incorporate the reduced Compton’s  

wavelength c
c o

o

rr r
r

=
 
 
 

 as the spacing between particles where the rest  

radius of the particle = ro. 
To guarantee that we deal with real matter, and to guarantee that the quantum 

speed—which is arising from this spacing—is less than the speed of light we 
mathematically derived this spacing as just a bit above cr  and consequently the 
quantum speed v just a bit below c. The second idea is to use the effect of the 
special relativity on the gravitational and electric energy ug & ue and also on the 
quantum energy uc inside this sphere. To approximate this effect let us imagine a 
body has constant speed v, and on the same time it moves under the acceleration  

d da v t= , the relativistic gravitational force 2 3d 1
dGF ma m v ma
t

β γ= = = − =   

while the same body with the same v would hold relativistic electromotive force 

( )2 2 2
eF ke rγ= . Where, the charge e, is invariant. So, although the nonrelati-

vistic Fe is much bigger than the nonrelativistic Fg yet the relativistic FG may get 
equal to the relativistic electric energy. If such equality happened, suspense 
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would occur. 
The study would be clear step by step. The Equations (56)-(68) would clarify 

the ambiguous points. I advise the reader to record his objections till he reaches 
to Equation (68). The author stresses on that; we have to be brave and accept the 
correct mathematic results whatever it may have suspense. The goal is to put the 
electric repulsive energy—per a proton—inside this sphere, in the Einstein’s rest 
form. Once this occurs then we get two results. The first is; we have to search for 
alternative relativistic solution (other than the relativistic mass & length). The 
second is; we succeeded, macroscopically, to abort—physically—the electric re-
pulsive energy. We—also—can find the equations packet which would abort 
physically the quantum exclusive energy due to the spacing between the par-
ticles.  

2. The Compton’s Sphere in a Rest State 

From the relativistic relation 2 2 21om m β= −  where v cβ = , if the speed v of 
a particle = c then the relativistic mass m would be infinite (refused), and if 

2 22v c=  then, 2 2
om m= −  (also is refused). 

The Einstein’s famous equation of the rest mass [2] of a subatomic particle like 
a proton (or neutron…) is defined by 

2
2

o
o

ek m c
r
=                           (1) 

where, it is positive energy equating the relation between the inertial rest mass 
mo of the particle and its rest mass equivalent energy Eo (where k stand for the 
electrostatic constant 9 28.98 10 N m C= × ⋅ , e is the value of the elementary 
charge in coulomb and ro is the classic rest radius of the particle). If we multip-
lied the left side by the number 1 then the right side should be typically the same. 
On the same form, if we defined a system (neglect quantum mechanics for a 
moment) formed of quantity of protons p, distributed homogeneously among  

much more number of neutrons n, such that 
n p n p

p
+

≈  and if we defined the 
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where, the relativistic mass here—in this equation—m = the rest mass mo + 0 = 
mo and consequently or r=  (If—and only if—the product inside the big brack-
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ets = 1 and consequently, if v = c = speed of the electromagnetic energy e m.e). 
Let us call this system “Compton’s sphere”. Now let us—also—multiply the 
electric field contributor of e m.e of the rest particle by the number one so let us 
define: 

2
21 11 1

2 2 o
o

ek m c
r
× = ×                       (3) 

Because of we can define any quantity of p and n so let us—also—define 
another quantity as: 
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                         (4) 

Now again, let us—for a moment—neglect the relativistic & quantum effect 
and let us imagine that we have so big quantity of protons inside this Compton’s 
sphere that the repulsive electric energy takes the form of: 
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                    (5) 

We can see this equation as a physical description for the electric potential of 
the electromagnetic energy of a particle in a rest state (see Appendix) 
and—also—we can see it as a physical description for the repulsive electric 
energy for each particle. But we have to notice that: the original relativistic solu-
tion describes the kinetic energy 2 2

e ou m c mcγ= − ∆  while our alternative solu-
tion begins from the idea of Equation (2) which describes the particle (definitely, 
inside our sphere) by non-relativistic mass (see later), so, we can formulate: 

21d
2e o ou m v v m v= =∫  

The important point—here—is to notice that the number one is not arbitrary 
mathematic number because it carries a physical meaning, so it could 
not—here—replaced by any other number. The number one when be multiplied 
by Equation (1) gives the physical meaning of the energy of a particle in a rest 
state, and when be multiplied by Equation (3) it gives the physical meaning of 
the electric potential subdivision of this electromagnetic energy (half of the 
stored energy) of the particle in the same state. This means that multiplication 
by other numbers to get the same result is physically wrong. For example, we 
cannot multiply the left side of the first equation say, by o.1 to get in the other 
side rest particle with o.1 2

om c  (mathematics sometimes have to think as a 
physician). Also we have to notice that the two sides of each of Equation (3) & 
Equation (5) are synonyms, so to conserve this relation we have to do first; an 
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added deficit quantity in one side have to be compensated by an added equal 
excess quantity in the same side, and second the same operations have to be hold 
on the other side of the equation. Also we have to notice that the equations 
which describe half of the rest particle are physically not independent equations 
because finally we have to describe a complete particle. So, such equations 
should be considered as a temporary station just to describe the micro events of 
the macro-state. Hence, we can do a junction between Einstein’s equation form, 
which talks about a particle in a “rest state” and coulomb’s equation form which 
talks finally about “relativistic mass”. Since, this coulomb’s form takes the same 
form of Einstein’s equation (if we neglected—for a moment—the original relati-
vistic relations), so it is acceptable to carry the two meanings (rest mass & relati-
vistic mass). When the two meanings are present in the same equation, then this 
may be explained by presence of “alternative” relativistic solution which affects 
something other than the rest mass. But the thing which acts against this cou-
lomb’s form is that, it carries the meaning of real speed v c=  which is—from 
the side of view of relativity theory—refused. So let us define infinitesimal small 
quantity with minus sign (deficit) & with positive sign (excess) and let this zero 
quantity appears in Equation (5) as follow: 

2 2 2 2
2 21 1 1 1 1 1

2 2 2 2 2 2s o
o o o o

e e n e n e nk k k m c k m c
r r p r p r pµ µ µ

    − + = + ≡    
    

   (6) 

where 
n
p

 is the ratio between the two unknowns n and p while μ is another  

unknown, all should be defined. Since, we want to study physics of collection of 
particles in this Compton’s sphere which has the highest possible exclusive (the 
electric & quantum) acquired energy, then, the particle never get energy more 
than that defined in Equation (6) and so, this equation could be considered the 
key for studying this case. But because v c=  is forbidden by the special relativ-
ity, so we need an infinitesimal cutoff, therefore, Equation (6) appears with the 
deficit only as: 

( )
2

2 3 2
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1 1 ~
2 2

o
o

o c

re p nk m c
r r pxn

p

µ

 
 
 

− = 
       

              (7) 

This coulomb’s form (kindly, look at the integral form of Equations (41) & 
(42)) talks about a sphere which neglects each of the relativistic relations & the 
quantum effect and so it respects only the relativistic rule that .v c<  

But actually, this acquired speed is a microscopic picture, while the final form 
of our sphere obeys Equation (3) or Equation (2) so its macroscopic state is the 
rest state. This means that c2 which appears in (3) does not describe acquired 
speed but it just to describe the electric potential subdivision of the rest mass. So, 
v c=  is the speed of the electromagnetic energy (not real speed), hence, it is not 
refused in this sphere (where 2

om c  means particle in a rest state). Therefore, 
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the problem—here—which our system avoids is not v c=  but it is v c>  (if 
we neglected, the relativistic relations, hence the distance intervals in the primed 
and non-primed frames are equal: d dx x=  therefore, the approaching frames 
can add their velocities). Fortunately, our alternative relativistic solution pre-
vents v c>  but by the dynamics of Equation (2) (where the particle appears in 
the rest state 2

om c ) or Equation (6) where the particle appears in the rest state 
2

sm c . 
This problem arises from that; since the gravitational energy (ug) never waste 

from matter then it would add energy to the energetic function of the system 
(this ambiguous sentence would be clear in the next sections) which means 
excess speed over c. Hence, the deficit quantity which appears in the left side of 
(7) aims to avoid this problem. This is good news, because this means that the 
deficit in energy equals ug which would help us to define the unknowns. Equa-
tion (6) carries the same description of Equation (5) and could be considered its 
microscopic shape, while (7) was formulated to show and concentrate on this 
microscopic action. It is clear from the deficit inside Equation (7) that it initiates 
the relativistic action. But each of the two equations in the above form is still de-
scribing the rest mass (no relativistic mass appears) so this form may carry the 
meaning of the alternative relativistic solution. Since the equation does not speak 
about external energy (it just describes the potential or its rest energy), so its in-
ertial rest c2 with that cutoff (deficit) appears as real speed. This speed would 
launch the relativistic action which appears if—and only if—we began from (7). 
This action—as we will see—would add first; excess quantity equal the deficit, so 
we go back to Equation (6). And second, it would add the quantity D which is 
defined by Equation (9) (see next) so we go back to Equation (2) or Equation (1) 
which is just describing a particle in a rest state which means that the relativistic 
mass is the same the rest mass. Hence, we are in an urgent need to the alterna-
tive relativistic solution. Finally, we would discover that the entire equations of 
this sphere are not more than description of the energy of a particle in a rest 
state. Equation (2) could be written mathematically in the form of Equation (6) 
as: 

2 2 2 2

2 2
2 21 1 1 1

2 2 2 2
o o o o

o o
o o

e e e ek n k n k n k n
r r r re ek k m c m c

r px px r px pxµ µ µ µ

      
      
      − + + − + ≡ +                     

(8) 

Let the second term = D, the excess quantity = b & the deficit = d 

( ) ( )

2

2
2 1 1

2 2
o

o
o

ek n
rem c k b D a b D f d b D

r pxµ

 
 
 ≡ − + + = + + = − + +
 
 
 

    (9) 

If we delayed the definition of the spacing cr  to a next chapter, then Equa-
tion (7) could be considered as a junction between Einstein’s & coulomb’s equa-
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tion forms, from which we can declare launching physics of the giant atom. In 
the next chapter we would put in consideration the relativistic effect and then in 
a following chapter we would consider the quantum & uncertainty effect.  

3. The Rest Particle inside a Collection 

To conserve the initial conditions ( om m=  & or r= ) we need to fix the  

coulomb’s form on the form; 
2

2
o

o

ek m c
r
=  where the initial conditions are  

implied in this Einstein’s form. Since, the factor c2 does not imply real speed so 
this form of equation means abortion of the electric repulsive energy of the cou-
lomb’s form inside the Compton’s sphere. All the micro-events which would 
appear in this study should be directed physically to realize—finally—the initial 
condition of the macro-state of Equation (1), that is to say, we will choose—all 
over the study—the solution which realizes the rest state of the particle inside 
this sphere. It is the fatal mistake if we forgot this idea. If we want to talk about 
real speed and to avoid real speed v c=  and—also—to initiate the action of 
physics of the sphere let the speed v of the sphere particles be close to c therefore, 
let us define ~v c  where the deficit would appear as: 

2 2 2 2 2 2
2

1 11 1 1
o

nv c v c c c
px cµ γ

    
≈ → = − = − = −    

    
        (10) 

This form talks about real speed so the electrostatic energy is so great that the 
relativistic relations are considerable. 

Let us rewrite (6) as: 

2 2

2
2 21 1 1 1 11

2 2 2 2 2
o o

o o
o

e ek n k n
r rn n em c m c k

px px r px pxµ µ µ µ

 
     

   
    

 

 
− + = − + 

 
 

   (11) 

And let us in this chapter consider only the contents of the outer brackets of 
the two sides which are equivalent to (7). The goal here is to see how the relati-
vistic action—due to the deficit—produces the “D” term and also to see the ur-
gent physical need for the alternative relativistic solution. Since the left side of 
Equation (1) or Equation (3) is a synonym to the right side, so adding a deficit 
and an excess quantity to the left side should appear—also—in the right side as 
in Equation (11). Actually (7) is the firing equation of the Compton’s sphere. But 
since the final macroscopic state would appear in the complete form of Equation 
(11) or Equation (1) so we will see that the Compton’s sphere is in complete rest 
state; the deficit quantity was a deficit in the rest mass of the left side of the equ-
ation and necessarily, a deficit of the rest energy of the right side, while the 
compensating excess term is the nonrelativistic gravitational energy which 
equals the equivalent energy of that deficit. This deficit in the equation is the 
first block in physics of the giant charge which will enable us to visualize the 
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microstates of this equation. Now let us use the relativistic relations, so let us put 
2

2
2

v
c

β =  And let, 2
2

1
1ocγ

β
= =

−
 

where; ( )oc vϕ= . Let us—also—define another unknown as; ( )vµ ϕ= , 

2
2

1
1o

pc
n

γ µ
β

= = =
−

                      (12) 

where 
n
p  is constant. 

2 2 2 2 2
o o o o

pm m c m m
n

γ µ= =∴ =  

This is the original relativistic solution with the expression of these unknowns. 
Of course, one of the goals is to derive the value of this speed v (& density of the 
matter of this sphere) and consequently the values of these unknowns. The 
physical meaning of the last four equations appears from the next section. 

4. Global View 

1) Put the free particle described by Equation (1) inside the collection de-
scribed by Equation (5). This gives a mathematic solution for the collection, but 
does not give the physical solution. According to the next Equation (14) and 
Equation (15), we can see relativistic gravitational potential ( ) ( )g G eu u uγ γ= 

, 
and hence, the sphere would reach to equilibrium in a certain point. This idea 
can be the starting point of the physical solution. Now, we can define extreme 
electric initial speed as Equation (10), and also, we can define nonrelativistic 
gravitational potential: 

2
2

g o
o

cu mc m
c

= ∆ =  

And from Equation (12) we can get: 
2

2 2 .g o o
o

c nu mc m m c
c pxµ

= ∆ = =  

Hence, we understand that we can control and define the arbitrary quantities 
inside the sphere such that finally we get 

2

2
2 2

g
o

o o
o

ek n
rc nu mc m m c

c px pxµ µ
= ∆ = = =  

And hence, we can understand the physical meaning of Equations (6)-(11). 
2) Equations (20)-(27), can discover the mathematics of how each of uG and ue 

looks as: 
2

21
2 o

o

cm c
c

 
− 

 
, and how they add: 

2
2

G e o
o

cu u u m c
c

 
+ = ≡ − 

 
 

3) This sphere represents a bound system. The bound system has a lower 
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potential energy than the sum of its constituent parts. Its mass must be less than 
the total mass of its unbound constituents. In a separate section we would de-
fine the potential energy which binds the constituents of the sphere. If we 
looked to this sphere as a large nucleus, then all the energies—of the 
semi-empirical mass model—vanish, except the asymmetry and the Cou-
lomb terms, in addition to the new term which is extremely considerable 
here in this very great nucleus. We would see how both, the electric repulsive 
and the quantum exclusive energies are aborted inside this sphere. The fu-
ture—as we will see soon—carries something bad for the compound: G eu u+ . 
This uG will represents something other than central binding energy. Hence, the 
system as a bound state should create a free ug. This means that the particle mass 
should lose a little bit. 

Since, the rest-particle mass after missing m∆  becomes ms (not mo) 

( ) 11o
o s o o

o o

mm m m m m
c c

   
− ∆ = = − = −   

   
 

By the law of conservation of energy, the energy of the system remains a con-
stant (u = constant): 

2 2 21 11 1
o o

v c c
c c

   
∴ = − ÷ − =   

   
 

( )2
s t

u m c∴ = . This is the intrinsic property of this magic sphere!!! 
The cardinal idea is that: The factor that acts upon u to conserve it, is the same 

factor which converts v2 into c2 or, the deficit in the mass due to the gravitational 
binding energy ≡ the excess in 2 2v c→  

Hence, we can recall equation 2 to understand what the information which it 
carries. It say’s: if 2 2v c=  like ( )2

s t
m c  then, it is—like Equation (1)—zero ki-

netic energy, such that, the energy which appears is rest energy (zero 
speed-state). So, the sphere succeeded to abort u: the original relativistic rela-
tions vanish, and replaced by alternative relativistic relations defined by Equa-
tion (22) and (56). 

In above, we labeled the rest energy of the system by the subscript t, to distin-
guish from the inertial energy of the rest particle. The next diagram summarizes 
the entire above. The rest particle would be labeled by the brackets { } while the 
energy of the system would be labeled by the brackets [ ] so no further need to 
the subscript t. 

[ ]2 2 11o
o

c m c
c

 
−

  
 
 


 

 

{ } { }2 2
o s gm c m c u→ +  ↓ 

By the dynamics of conservation of u: 

[ ]{ }2 2
s gc m c u+  

It must be clear that the term b—which appeared in Equation (9) and which 
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appears in other positions of the text—acts on u by the above dynamics (by con-
servation of energy) not by else. Hence, we can again recall Equations (6)-(9) to 
understand how the term gb u=  acts with the conserved term u 

2 2

2 2
2 2o o

g g s g o
o o

e ek n k n
r re ek k u u m c u m c

r px px rµ µ

 
    − + = − + = + ≡   

  
  

 

Appearance of the term 2
sm c  is enough to convince that Equation (2) is rea-

lized and u is aborted (it was transformed into rest energy). The two terms 
2

s gm c u+  mean that we have got the particle which is defined by Equation (1), 
but inside a collection. If you want the same free particle—defined by Equation 
(1)—to appear here, then we can add the sign of equivalency. The confused 
point here is that, if the relativistic uG had been aborted with its conjugate ue, 
hence we can ask about how a new ug could be precipitated in the system. The 
answer you can find it in Section 9. 

It is clear that the quantity 2
sm c  which appears always with the summation 

( )G eu u+  it is not—at all—the same original rest energy, although, it describes 
the original rest mass. Therefore, we have to distinguish between the inertial 
(internal) rest energy of the same original rest particle and the rest energy of the 
system which represents the subject of this article. Where did the kinetic energy 
go? Here is the answer: 

We have two functions: one describes a constant real speed, while the second 
describes zero speed-state. Both should appear in a general solution. According  
to the original relativity, the kinetic energy appears as ( ) ( ) d

v

oovm v m v vϕ γ= ∫ ,  

while it appears in the alternative solution in the form: 

( )
2

20 1
2 2o o o
vm v m m vϕ

 +
= = 

 
. As you see, in this alternative solution, each of  

the mass and the speed is a constant and is neither a continuous nor a differen-
tial function. Hence, we can conclude: the general solution—which adds the two 
solutions—, represents a particle bouncing forth and backward—inside its defined 
space—between two points each with infinite potential. We need a discontinuous 
function to represent a harmonic but not simple motion (not sinusoidal): 

( ) 1 : 0
2

1 :
2

: ,
2

Tx t v t

Tv T t

Tc t T

 = < <  
 = − > >  
 = =  
 



 

Such that c represents the zero state (rest energy), while 
11
o

v c
c

 
= − 

 
. 

The upper case letter describes the time of the oscillatory motion .crT
v

=  
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The last solution carries the meaning of 2 2v c=  which first, can—by the ad-
dition to the original rest energy of the particle ( 2

om c )—realize (as we will see) 
the general solution 2 22v c=  and second, could be considered as the macros-
copic state or the boundary condition which should strictly define the first two 
microscopic sates. Hence, we have: 

2S sγ=  (please look at Section 15 to realize 
that the relativistic particles number is a temporary stage, and we will return to 
the initial particles number: a fact which agrees with the familiar knowledge) 

,m m x x= =  

4) From all above, we can summarize: the particle inside this magic sphere 
appears as a “paper” formed of two faces. The particle itself looks as a point 
while the remainder of the surrounding is the energy of the system. On a face of 
the paper is written: 

Special relativity—here—and only here, is constrained by Equation (1), 
therefore; the repulsive and the exclusive energies are aborted and consequently, 
the original relativistic relations are—also—aborted. This means constant densi-
ty of matter. 

While on the second face is written: 

21 11
2e o

o

u m c
c

 
= − 

 
 

21 11
2G o

o

u m c
c

 
= − 

 
 

2 11e G o
o

u u u m c
c

 
= + = − 

 
 

Now, let us divide the sphere into two sub-spheres. 

5. The Relativistic Protons Potential Well & the  
Approximate Solution 

Now, let a defined quantity of protons in a defined density of nucleons to allow 
each proton to gain the above defined speed v c≈  (due to the electrostatic ac-
tion) and let—also—the density of the same sphere allows each neutron to gain 
the same v c≈  as quantum speed (due to the relative spacing cr r≈ ), then the 
relativistic gravitational energy as speed function ( )Gu v  would be affected by 
the speed v more than the electric energy ( )eu v  such that the factor  

1 22

2

1 1 1
o

v
c cγ

  
= = −  

   
 appear in the denominator of the relativistic gravitational 

potential energy per a proton ( )Gu v  with power 3/2 while it appears in the 
denominator of the electric potential energy per a proton ( )eu v  only with 
power 1/2 

( )( )2 1 2
G o o o su Gn m c c r= −                       (14) 

2 1 2
e o su kpe c r=                           (15) 
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where; rs is the radius of the sphere & G is the universal gravitational constant. 
As we saw in the beginning of this section—and to realize Equations (2) & 
(5)—(we would see later that the magnetic moment energy of the sphere is close 
to zero, therefore uG would replace it to realize the intuitive mathematic solution) 
there should be a form of equality (that is to say, we are searching for the condi-
tions required for this equality) appears in the form: 

( )( )
2 1 2

2 1 2 o
o o o s

s

pe cGn m c c r k
r

− =                  (16) 

The right side of this equation represents the electric energetic function which 
should appear—in the Compton’s sphere—in a rest form (one half of a particle 
in a rest state) while the left side represents the second half of the rest particle 
(see Appendix). 

From the Einstein’s equation form: 

om m=  & or r=  is realized only at; 
&o orm m r= =                           (17) 

is realized only at 
2

2
o

o

ek m c
r

= . Because we began from the outer brackets of  

(11)—which carries the relativistic meaning—and not perfectly from (1) so we 
would consider (17) is a proposal realized only at existence of the terms b & D 
defined in (9), and hence we would deal with the next equations on this base 
where later on we will study how the excess term is deposited in the equation. 
Let us now see how the term “D” is added. 

Hence, —on this proposal—we can do algebraic simplifications (abbreviations 
on the factor co) where finally the equality appears after simplification as: 

2
2 3

1
3

2
2 3o o

o
o

o co c

m rGc n
r r

re pk
r r n

p

 
 
    

−  
  

= 
       

               (18) 

where; co is the equality factor (defined from Equation (12)) and acts in this 
equality by a vague process would be determined latter and the negative sign 
means that the two sides act opposite to each other. The solution in the form of 
asymmetric addition is; 

( )– 0A A+ =                          (19) 

Let us search for other solution and so go back again. 

Let us recall the equality; 
2

2 .1
2 o o

o s

e nk Gc m
r r
  = − 
 

 

Put ( )2
om−  as a relativistic equivalent to m2 (proposal should be realized). 

Although this is original (as we will see) but imaginary solution yet we would 
choose it because it is the one which realizes Equation (1) (as we will see soon). 

( )2 2
om m∴ = −  is a second proposal should be realized (20) 
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Rewrite (18) in its simplified relativistic form 

( )
( )

2
1 3

2
2 o

o
s o c

r p
r n

n eG m k
r r

γ∴ −
 

⋅ 


=
 

               (21) 

By substitution of (12) & (20) in the left side and of (4) in the right side of (21)  

( )2 2 1
2

o

s o

Gm nc ek
r r

 ∴ =  
 

 

Since, om m=  therefore co has physical concept which must appear as: 

( )2 2
21 1

2 2
o

o
s o

Gm nc ek m c
r r

 = ≡ 
 

                 (22) 

Since, n is the counting of the neutrons, but we want the actual counting of 
the nucleons (where n p ) and so putting the actual count of the nucleons 
gives: 

( )2 2
2) 1 1

2 2
o

o
s o

Gm n p c ek m c
r r

 +    = ≡ 
 

               (23) 

The middle side of this equation—like the left—has become positive energy; 
such that each side is—now—possessing the same magnitude and the same  

positive form of 
21

2 o

ek
r

 therefore the equality has—now—symmetric additive  

solution as: 

2 2 21 1
2 2e G o o ou u u m c m c m c= + = + =                (24) 

The term D is—now—deposited in the additive form where each term of the 
left side represents the value of the energy of ue & uG. 

This equation does not describe a new created particle but it describes the 
Compton state energy (per a proton)—definitely—in a rest state, as equivalent to 
the right side of the equation, so it is a new description (originating from the 
Compton state) of the rest particle which when be added to its inertial descrip-
tion we get: 

2 2 22o o om c m c m c+ =                      (25) 

Equation (25) describes the total rest states (0 + 0). So the proposed equality 
(20) has a solution appears simply from (25) and also has a relativistic concept in 
the form of: 

2 2
2 2

2 1 21
o o

o
m mm m
β

= = = −
−−

                  (26) 

And from (26) it has an original relativistic solution as; 
2 22v c=                            (27) 

Equation (23) is the simplest form regarding the factor co there for it is the 
correct form which shows the correct relativistic alternative solution. Equations 
(23)-(27) act as one packet. Equations (27) & (25) are synonyms where they 
represent the condition required for existence of the giant charge where such 
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state does not mean v c>  but it rather says that the particle is in a rest state 
but this state is defined by its Compton state as it is defined by its intrinsic 
properties (0 + 0), or it definitely means relativistic solution for the proposal: 

2 2
om m= −  where the negative sign of −m2 does not mean direction but it is an 

operator has a radical physical meaning such that it converted the kinetic electric 
& the relativistic gravitational energies in the equality of Equation (22) into 
conjugate pair (this expression means—all over the study—Equation (24)) of 
rest energy (the next section of this study will give further clear meaning for this 
imaginary factor). Anyway, the second proposal is now realized but if—and 
only if—Equation (27) was realized or definitely, if the term b was deposited in 
the equation. The same equality of (20) when takes place in (18)—after under-
standing the physical meaning of its negative sign—leaves behind, the conclu-
sion: 

2 2 2 2 &o o o om m m m m m r r= − → = → = =  

But this conclusion appears only inside (22) and the equations derived from it. 
So Equation (23)—which is the simplest form and which engulfed physically the 
negative sign of the proposal of Equation (20)—is the one which realizes excel-
lently the initial condition which is discovered by Equation (24), so it is the one 
which carries the alternative relativistic solution. Implicitly, when Equation (20) 
takes place in (18) and when the symmetric addition takes place in (24) which 
carries the meaning of om m=  then, we are in urgent need to alternative rela-
tivistic solution and—also—we are still in the correct extension of Equation (1). 
But since our equations are built on the hidden deficit of Equation (11) where 
we saw only its relativistic action arising from ~v c  or arising from the speed 
defined by Equation (10) so we would consider the obtained results need the 
correcting term b appears with (7) to compensate that deficit. Till we discover 
this missed term we will consider the result of Equation (24) as an approximate 
solution. This correcting term and the dealing with Equation (7) not (6) (with 
v c≈  not v c= ) would appear in a separate chapter titled the deficit & excess. 
Now let us go on with the alternative relativistic solution. 

Equations (20) & (27) realize each other in the special relativity and represent 
the second block in the giant charge physics. 

Now from Equation (23) we can write the original relativistic mass in the form 
of: 

( ) ( )2 2 whereo o o o o on p c m n p m m m + ≡ + =               (28) 

A new terminology can correct any misunderstand. So we can put the repro-
ductive energy or the rest energy of the system in place of the kinetic energy. 
Dividing the two sides of Equation (22) over p discovers the factor µ which ap-
pears (independently from Equation (12)) as: 

( )o
o

n N
p

c n
c

p p
µ

 
= = = 

 
                     (29) 

Since; 
n
p

 = constant 
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2
oc N n P pγ∴ = = =                    (30) 

where; the capital letters N and P are the “relativistic” number of the neutrons 
and protons of the giant proton (the adult) while the small letters n and p are the 
“rest” number of the neutrons and protons of the giant proton unit (the zy-
gote-like unit). Actually, the relativistic dilatation of the particle number is not 
strange in physics: as the velocity of an observer relative to an emissive surface 
increases the number of photons (due to time dilatation) encountered by the 
observer per unit area per unit time (intensity). 

6. Physics of Compton’s Sphere 

1) Equation (2) describes the particle in a rest state by the energetic functions 
of the Compton’s sphere (in addition to its inertial energetic functions) so the 
final result is a rest particle defined by the intrinsic properties of Compton’s 
sphere (the new rest spacing rc) in addition to its rest radius ro. 

2) Since the rest particle is defined by its electric & magnetic fields, and since 
the superposition of the charges of the particles is the origin of the charges of the 
collection, so the sphere (collection) has electric flux: 

d d QE s E V
ε

∅ = ⋅ = ∇ ⋅ =∫∫ ∫∫∫n


 

where n (in this & the next equation) is the unit vector in the outward direction 
of the sphere. And has magnetic flux: 

d d 0 0B s B V B= ⋅ = ∇ ⋅ = →∇ ⋅ =∫∫ ∫∫∫n


 

This means no magnetic charges inside the sphere, so we need a flux to replace 
that zero flux. Hence, the flux of the conservative gravitational energy ug can 
perform this role. But since the particles are oscillatory moving so this ug would 
appear as uG (you never forget that Compton’s sphere energy is a copy from Eq-
uation (1), so its entire equations should go straight forward with this equation. 

The goal in this point was to define so great speed that uG can represent the 
half of the energy of a rest particle. This was done by choosing defined number 
of particles within defined density (as we will see in the next sections). 

3) Since, we need to realize Equation (2) (the initial conditions) so, we have to 
do algebraic simplifications on ( oc ) of (  &  o om r ), hence, we got Equation (22)  

where each of the left & the right side is fixed on 21
2 om c  which when be added  

together we can get a description of a rest particle. 
4) After all, Equation (22) leaved behind; o on c n=  which means relativistic 

replication (self-repetition) with the same density to conserve the initial condi-
tion ( or r= ).  

5) If a particle moved in speed v (the motion inside our sphere comes from 

Equation (10)) then the linear mass density; ( ) ( )2 1 .o o
o o

m m m
r r r

γγ γ
 

= ≡ 
 

 

So, this may carry a hidden relativistic meaning appearing as creation of new 
rest particles (If—and only if—we were inside Equation (2)) counting 2

on nγ= . 
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Equation (22) goes straight forward to realize the initial condition so it defined 
well the alternative relativistic solution as in Equation (28). 

6) The strategy of Equation (22) is that; since Equation (2) is the final macro 
state so mo & ro of Equation (22) should be eliminated from co where each side  

of the equation is equivalent to 21
2

.om c  

7) We have to notice that the done algebraic simplification makes Gu  of Eq-
uation (22) & (23) not thoroughly expressing the relativistic gravitational energy 
described by Equation (14), so it is rather the alternative relativistic gravitational 
rest energy describing (with the alternative relativistic electric potential ue) the 
rest particle inside the sphere. Also we have to notice that creation of particles 
here is relativistic (not by collision) self-repetition. 

8) Because the term ( )Gu γ  is a function in γ  it is relativistic. And because 
it is derived from the packet of all the above equations as a function in the gravi-
tational energy ( ) 2

G gu uγ γ=  so it is gravitational. But because it is derived  

from the same equations as; ( ) ( )
2

2 2
1 3G g

c

mu u G n
r n

γ γ γ= =  so it is not absolutely  

the typical potential. Thereafter, we should call it 'the relativistic gravitational 
rest energy which with its conjugate: eu  (or cu  as we will see) construct the 
rest energy of the system 2

G e ou u m c+ ≡ . Here we must discriminate between 
the term Gu  and the alternative relativistic gravitational potential ( )gu N  
which is alternative relativistic because it is a function in 2N nγ=  while it is  

potential because it is written in the form ( )
( )

( )22
1 32g

c

mu N G n
r n

γ
γ

= − . Here  

you notice that it is a negative term with denominator formed of the real radius 
of the relativistic sphere (you will see astronomic application in Equations 
(74)-(76)). The rest energy, all over the article, means the additive conjugate 

2
G e ou u u m c= + ≡  which is the energy of the system when be distributed all 

over the particle which means rest energy per a particle which, consequently, 
when added to the inertial internal rest energy of the particle we get equation 25 
which is equivalent to (27) which ,consequently realizes (20) whose negative sign 
is absorbed physically in (28) to realize ,finally, the condition om m=  which 
realizes Equation (1) which means abortion of the kinetic energy of the system. 

9) The particle is now defined (after the additive process) by the rest state (0 + 
0), which means no motion and so no relativistic relation. To fire the relativistic 
relations we defined the Compton rest state of the particle to appear as; 

( ){ } ( )2
o g o gm c u m uϕ ϕ− +  such that the contents of the outer brackets of the 

left term when be add to the squared speed arising from the gravitational energy 
we get complete rest state (neither above nor below). The squared speed 

( )2 2
gv c uϕ= −  is the one which fired out each of the relativistic relations & the 

micro-events which we studied in all the above equations. But these microstates 
are constrained by the final rest state: ( ){ } ( )2 2

o g o g om c u m u m cϕ ϕ− + ≡ . 
10) Equation (25) does not mean neither description of two particles nor 
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production of a new particle where (25) is defined by (27). So self repetition 
means neither transformation of energy into new particle nor creation of par-
ticles by collision. But it means—here—alternative relativistic solution. 

11) If we treated our sphere as in the semi-empirical model then the above is 
the coulomb’s term while the others would be discussed step by step. 

12) After all, Equation (2) does not add a new particle, but it describes (new) 
rest energy originating from the Compton’s sphere (per a rest particle) exactly as 
equation 1 describes the rest mass of the rest particle. 

13) Since the electromagnetic energy density describing the rest particles is 
constant and does not obey the superposition (if we have a proton among a col-
lection of protons inside a sphere, then each proton is still possessing rest energy 
defined by 2

o oE m c=  whatever the central electric energy of the collection may 
be), and because each of the conservative energies here is describing rest energy 
so it is—also—constant & does not obey the superposition. Hence, once each  

side of the equation—which is describing the rest particle—, is equal 21
2 om c   

then it would not obey the superposition. If the left side of the equation went 
straightforward with the conservative electric energy then it had to be multiplied 
by P not p but since it became describing the rest energy of the particle so p 
which realizes 2

o oE m c=  is the correct. If this answer was not enough and if we  

asked about the fate of the electric energy of the ratio P
p

 then we can give the  

next explanation. Put oP pc=  instead of p in the nominator of the left side of 

the equation then ( )21
2e o ou m c c= . 

Although this is contrasting with the current knowledge but let us go on to see 
that our solution refuses this incorrect speed. Now we want to see the relativistic 
effect of the speed ( )2

oc c  on the number of the particles P so it is considered 
rest number, so if we put the relativistic number Pr inside the alternative relati-
vistic solution (28) and since the initial conditions—which appear in (27)—then 
we get; 

( ) ( )
2

2 2 2
2

21

o
r o o

oo

Pm Pm P m m p
cc c

c

= = − = −
−

 Such that 1oc   

where, the minus sign has a final physical meaning realized by Equations (25) & 
(27). This means that the alternative relativistic solution returns P p→  & 

2 2
o o o o oE m c c E m c= → = . This is a critical point and should be understood well, 

otherwise it leads to misunderstand. Equation (1) describes Eo of the rest (not 
the relativistic) particle. Each Eo defines a certain space and does not traverse to 
the space of the other particle. Since Equation (1) & (2) are synonym then, 

2
e G o ou u u E m c+ = ≡ ≡  and again these u(s) do not traverse to each other. And 

again, since (1) & (2) are synonym then replication of the particles means also 
replication of these conjugates (u), which means repetition of the Compton’s 
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sphere as a copy & paste (with the same density of matter & the same particle 
rest energy). By other words, each 100.752 10 Jou E −= = ×  (the ‘physical secre-
tion’ of the particles) is blocked & inhibited (and so, not traverses each other). 
The conjugate e Gu u+  after adding ug (as it is represented in Equation (8)) 
where Equation (2) is fixed well on Equation (1) we get the same particle (which 
is defined by Equation (1)) with the new additive rc definition (as in Equations 
(25) & (27)). Explicitly, energies of the sphere—itself—appear as summation of 
quantities, each is equivalent to 2

om c  (rest form) which when be added to 
2

om c  of the particle realizes the entire equations of Compton’s sphere. 
This addition—after the physical engulf of the negative sign (which appears 

with m2 in the original relativistic solution) by Equation (22)—leaves behind the 
relation om m=  hence, we need alternative relativistic solution. This appears as 
repetition of Equation (1) by the repetitive factor 2

oc γ=  
14) The physical meaning of each of the new extra definition of the rest ma-

cro-sate of the particle (inside our sphere) which is defined by rc and the physical 
meaning of the imaginary factor which is plugged in Equation (21) would be 
more clear from the next study of the wave function of the particle. The particle 
inside our sphere is defined by ( )2

gc uϕ−  which describes a real motion (os-
cillation) and also defined by; ( ) ( )2 2

g gc u u cϕ ϕ− + =  which is the macro-state 
as explained by Equations (1), (2), (26) & (27). 

Since solution of Schrödinger Equation (1D) for a particle inside infinite po-
tential well takes the form of; ( ) ( )sin cosA kx B kxΨ = +  where ( )cosB kx  is a 
zero term 

( )sin sin sinp mvA kx A x A x   ∴Ψ = = =   
    

 

a) Speaking about the relativistic function and the real speed of the particle 
then we would have the alternative relativistic relations defined by Equation (28). 
Therefore; 

ox x= , om m=  & ( ) ( ).o o o o omn m n m n cγ= =  The factor oc  is integer 
acts—mathematically—on the angle θ of the above function as a repetition factor.  

So the relativistic wave function appears as; sin sin .oc mvmvA x A x
  Ψ = =         

 

∴  The function returns again to its common form; sin mvA xϕ  =  
 

 which 

runs straight forward with the common solution. 1
2 cx l r→ = =  

This solution treats the particle as a point moves really forward from 0 to L 
and backward in the opposite direction. But finally the particle looks in the 
mid-point. It is better to say that rc carries here the meaning of the spacing not 
the rest radius of the particle (The energy density is explained in a next sec-
tion). 

b) The next goal is to show that the zero term of the wave function solution 
has physical meaning for the particle inside our sphere. So, we would search in 
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how this zero term (of the wave function, 1D) realizes the new extra definition of 
the rest particle inside our sphere. This extra definition needs describing the re-
lativistic mass by (26) where the imaginary factor appears as; om im=  to de-
scribe the rest energy state defined by (27). 

( ) ( )cos cos coso
vA kx A im x A ikx ∴Ψ = = = 

 

. From the trigonometric iden-

tity; 

( ) ( )1cos e e .
2

i θ θθ −∴ = +  To solve this equation we need to understand the  

physical meaning of this case. If the case satisfies no motion then x is constant 
and the integration is transformed into simple multiplication. 

( ) ( )
2 22 22

0
* d e e e e

4 4
L

l

A Ax A x x x lθ θ θ θ− −
∆

= Ψ Ψ ≡ + = +∴ ∫ ∑  

After normalization of ( )
2 2

e e
4 l

A θ θ−
∆

+∑  

x l∴ =  

The solution tells us that if l is the length of the particle then its expected 
length is l.  

Although it is a trivial solution yet it realizes Equations (26) & (27). 
This means that the first term ( )sin θ  of the wave function solution, first, 

describes the micro-event of the particle which is defined by the real motion 
( ){ } ( ) ( )2 2 2

g g gc u u v u cϕ ϕ ϕ− + = + =  where the contents of { } brackets 
represents this motion and gives the relativistic alternative solution defined by 
Equation (28), and second it realizes the alternative relativistic solution (Equa-
tion (28)) where the repetition factor appears mathematically here as repetition 
of the angle θ. While the zero term of the same wave function realizes its rest 
macro-state—where ( ) ( ){ }2 2

g gc u u cϕ ϕ− + =  represents the rest energy—and 
hence, the imaginary factor of Equation (26) is engulfed physically and finally 
appeared as a real physical meaning. 

15) The last point here is to know how the original relativistic solution takes 
place in the radial direction. If the motion of the sphere’s particles occurs in all 
directions in the same time (like explosion or growth) then we can write the in-
variant event interval 2ds  as follow:  

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2d d d d d d d d d d ds c t r c t x y z c t x y z= − = − − − = − − −  

where the primed terms stand for the moving coordinates. We can formulate the 
relativistic relations of the motion as follow: 

d d d 0 0xvc t c t x
c

γ γ= − + +  

d d d 0 0xvx t x
c

γ γ= − + + +  

d d d 0 0yv
y t y

c
γ γ= − + + +  
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d d d 0 0zvz t z
c

γ γ= − + + +  

And finally, we can recall the properties of the metric tensor and write: 
( )2 2 2 .r rγ=  

Again, because aborting this original solution, then, the alternative one should 
take place. 

After all, we saw a “physical snake” have engulfed the repulsive electric energy 
which appeared with the relativistic uG as a conjugate pair. Once the initial con-
dition was realized then we need a relativistic solution—other than the original 
one—which appears as Equation (30). Microscopically, the events inside the 
Compton’s sphere are fired up by Equation (7) (where the real velocity v = c + 
deficit) or by the big brackets of Equation (6) the alternative relativistic solution 
passing through the entire packet of the equations from 7 till 68 and finally it 
should appear in the form of Equation (1). Since, the macro-state of the relati-
vistic Compton’s sphere is no more than multiplication of equation one by the 
number one so you will notice that the macro-state of the entire packet of the 
equations from 1 till 96 (which describes the interior of the giant proton) ob-
eys—macroscopically—the same rule (conservation of density of the states & 
density of matter, and so it describes forever the rest state). 

Actually the sphere gives the solution as growth in the three dimensional 
space, with the final constant density, from the initial sphere with the initial 
number of particles n and p—let us call it the giant charge unit (GCU)—till it 
reaches to the final sphere (let us call it the giant charge GC) with the final 
number of particles N and P. Or; (GCU) co = (GC). Hence, the goal—in this 
point—is to define astrophysical meaning for N such that the giant charge is fit 
to orbit. We need to understand the transformation of energy (actually, —as we 
will see—it is not passive transformation but it is relativistic solution) into mat-
ter in this alternative solution deeply and not superficially. We need the entire 
equations packet; we need the particles spacing r to be defined by a bit excess 
above rc which gives quantum speed defined by a bit quantity below c. Also we 
need to pick up the relativistic imaginary solution and deal mathematically with 
it to find that om m=  once we found that the relativistic mass equal the rest 
mass then it is the beginning to choose the alternative instead the original solu-
tion. Before all the above, we need to define the speed—of particles—which de-
pends on the unknowns μ & co which should be defined as we will see. Actually, 
the macroscopic picture of our sphere would be clear step by step. As we saw 
that uG absorbs—physically—the repulsive effect of ue also in the next chapter we 
will see that it absorbs the objections of the quantum mechanics. Now the GCU 
is formed of two distinguishable particles; the protons p and the neutrons n 
where n p . So, each of both has its specific distinguishable potential (inertial) 
well [3]. We saw that the proton in its potential well appeared as a pair of con-
jugate. Also the neutron does, so we are still scoping the micro-events. 
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7. The Relativistic Neutrons Potential Well  
(Asymmetry Term) 

Let us define the Compton’s (reduced) wave length of a free neutron as; 

162.09 10 mr −≈ ×  [3]. 
And let the momentum to be defined as: mvr=  where v is the speed de-

fined by Equation (10), so let us incorporate this length in our sphere. 
To define the spacing which defines this 𝑣𝑣 we have to consider two factors, 

the first is: since the particle is not free but it is in a spherical collection so we 
have to define the energy density inside this sphere, and the second is the uncer-
tainty effect. Since we need to realize the maximal possible expected speed which 
is just a bit beneath c then we expect that the spacing is actually a bit over r. 

The uncertainty of the reduced Compton’s wave length means transient 
transformation of matter into energy and vice versa or actually creation and an-
nihilation. This is not our case, where self-replication in our Compton’s sphere  

is a relativistic action. This means that if the uncertainty 1
2

r r∆ =  then the  

spacing 1.5cr r r r= + ∆ =  that is because the particle in our sphere is forbidden 
to have spacing below r otherwise it would not be matter. So finally we divide 
this spacing over the factor defined by Equation (10) as: 

161.5 1 1.5 3.135 10 mc
nr r r

pxµ
−= ÷ − = ≈ ×  (where, the factor under the 

root—quantitatively—is negligible as we will see). 

1) Since the highest energy which anybody can acquire is 2 21 1
2 2

mv mc=   

then the exclusion quantum energy (symmetry term) of any collection of par-
ticles (inside a closed system) never exceeds this highest energy and consequent-
ly its spacing never exceeds the above length. In the next discussion we will 
search in the exact required density which realizes the highest possible energy 
inside Compton’s sphere where the initial conditions are realized. 

This density allows us to use the new expression; Compton’s sphere instead of 
Fermi sphere. We expect that the density inside the sphere is in this range but 
the accurate value of the spacing should be defined from the density of the states 
of the collection. In GCU and because of n p  Pauli’s term uc of the Comp-
ton’s sphere appears as predominant positive kinetic energy. For each neutron 
we have asymmetric (Pauli) term [4] on the same principle of the liquid drop 
model of the nucleus in the form of; ( ) ( )22 2c c cu A z u n p uA n− = − =  

(You noticed that number of nucleons A is given here in our model the sym-
bol n and number of the protons Z takes here the symbol p) 

In the Compton’s sphere (on the same way of Fermi sphere) [5]; Pauli’s exclu-
sion Principle needs to multiply the count of the filled states by two (+/–spin). 
We need—also—to divide over eight [5] to get only the positive space octant 
(where sin kx sinkx− = − ). So, we have the density of states = ns/V = density of 
the neutrons = n/V = the inverse of the infinitesimal volume [6], and we have 
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(on the same way of mathematics of Fermi sphere) the quantum energy density 
(which appears here in our model as Pauli’s term because of n is very much 
more than p): 

2 32 23π
2cu n

m V
 

=  
 



                     (31) 

This—for all neutrons—becomes 
2 32 2

2 3
0 0

3π 3d d
2 5

nn
c cu n n n u n

m V
    = =       

∫∫


 

where n is the quantity of the neutrons of the giant proton unit and V its volume. 
And finally divide over n to get the average ( )3 5c cu u=  

By putting 163.135 10 mcr
−≈ ×  and by substitution in the above equation, we  

can estimate the average; 10 210.748 10 J
2

.c ou m c−= × ≈  

This is a comfortable result, but since the accurate value of 

2 101 0.752 10 J
2 om c −= ×  and since our search in this point is not to define cu  

at 163.135 10 mcr
−= ×  but is to define the required spacing at 

2 101 0.752 10 J
2 om c −= ×  therefore by substitution of 2 101 0.752 10 J

2 om c −= ×  in 

(31) we can get 

10 210.752 10 J
2c ou m c−= × ≡  at the spacing 163.127 10 mcr

−= ×     (32) 

2) This is the accurate spacing which defines the Compton’s sphere (as de-
fined by Equation (10)). You can notice that the major character of this sphere is 
that the in-between distances are in the range of the reduced Compton’s wave 
length cr  so you can take a Fermi sphere and put inside it the density as 

163.127 10 mcr r −= = ×  and then divide each rc over γ (or over oc ) and mul-
tiply each m with the same factor. Let us do, under the initial conditions and by 
the same rules of the proton potential well. 

The relativistic gravitational energy ( )Gu v —as speed function—would be 
affected by the speed v more than the quantum term field ( )cu v  such that the 
factor co would appear in ( )Gu v  with power 3/2 while it appears in ( )cu v  
only with power 1/2.  

If we write 34
3 OV n rπ

=  and if we put the factor A instead of the result of  

multiplication of the constant numerical factors 
2 3

2 2 42 3
3
ππ ÷ 

 
  in Equation  

(31) then we can rewrite Equation (31) after simplification as follow;  

2 3
2 1 2

o
c

o o o

cu A n
r m c

∴ =                       (33) 

The factor 1 2
oc  arises from the relativistic mass in the dominator, while the 

factor oc  arises from the relativistic squared length ( )2 33r . The relativistic 
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gravitational rest energy—as in the previous sections appears as 
1 2

2 3 2– o
o o

o
G

cG m cu n
r

=                       (34) 

where, A & G are constants and ro—here—in these relativistic relations means 
the rest distance rc (otherwise it means the classic radius of the neutron). 

Putting 2 2
om m= −  (please recall in your mind the Equations (14)-(27) in 

Equation (34), and then equating cu  and Gu  with simplifying oc  in both 
sides we can get 

( )2

2 1 3

3
5 o

o
r

o o

Gm ncA
r m n

=                        (35) 

Putting 1 3 or
sn r=  = radius of the sphere, we find uG of (34) looks as (22) 

( )2
2

2

3 1
5 2

o
G o

so o

Gm ncA u m c
rr m

∴ = = ≡              (36) 

Adding the two energies of (36) we get 

2 2 2 21 1
2 2c G o o ou u u m c m c m c mc= + = + = =            (37) 

where; uc & uG appears as conjugate pair which when be added together then 
added to the inertial rest energy they realize the state 22 2v c=  as a relativistic 
solution for; 2 2

om m= −  where the negative sign gives the same radical physical 
meaning (again, the microstates should be chosen to realize the rest macro-state). 
Here you may notice that we have two frame levels. The proper one in which we 
see the microscopic events as relativistic m and r obeying the proper rules of the 
special relativity. The second is the alternative one in which the kinetic energy 
appears as reproductive energy and consequently, the relativistic mass m appears 
as mo and r appears as ro 

The alternative solution is constrained by; inter-between distance ≈ 3.127 × 
10−16 m. This gives (in the original solution) quantum kinetic energy for each 
neutron ≈ 0.752 × 10−10 joule which when is added symmetrically to its conjugate 
gives the state of (37). The neutron (like the proton) appears in its potential (or 
precisely, the inertial) well as a pair of conjugate. We also notice—from Equa-
tion (1)—that, .o om m r r= → =  

8. The Integral Form of Compton Sphere 

The average of the quantum term as estimated before appears as: 
By substitution and putting the value of rc we can estimate the average: 

10 210.752 10 J
2cu mc−= × ≡                  (38) 

But the average of the electric potential energy needs to do the following:  

( )2
0

dp rp p
u ke

r
= ∫  
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( )

3 2

3

5 5 2
2 2

0 6 60

2 2

d 3 d

d 3 3

&

3 d
5 5

3
5

R

r

p

r rp p p p r
R R

p p r R pp r p
r RrR R

e pu k
R

 = = 
 

 
→ = = =  

 

→ =

∫ ∫              (39) 

We can do the same manipulation with the average gravitational energy. So 
the average gravitational and electric energy appears as 

2 2 3
23 3 1

5 5 2
o

o G e o
c

m nGc u u m c
r

 = = =  
 

            (40) 

This form is not compatible with the inertial form 21
2 om c  so we can modify 

the form of the equations to appear as 

2
3

1
3

3 1
5 2

o

c

r p
r n

p

 
 
 

= 
       

                      (41) 

where, the question is to find the quantity of the protons p, which realizes this 
modified integral form. And to appear as 

2 2 3
23 1

5 2
o

o o
c

m nGc m c
r

 =  
 

                (42) 

where, the question is to find n which realizes this modified integral form. But 
we do not have—from the system—enough equations to define all the unknowns 
of the system. Let us search. 

9. Definition of the Giant Proton Unit & Driving Its  
Unknowns 

From the definition of µ and from Equation (29):  

o
o

c nn Nc
p p p

µ = = =  

where N is the quantity of the neutrons in the giant proton while n & p is the 
quantity of neutrons & protons in the giant charge unit. 

We want to define co as a universal constant. In the second part of the discus-
sion we will estimate N 

453.009 10 neutronsN = ×                   (43) 

By dividing each side of Equation (22) over co we can define 

2 21 1
2 2

G
o g

o

umc mcn
p

c u
cµ

ξ= = = =
⋅

               (44) 
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And from the meaning of self-replication of the giant proton unit—till it 
reaches to the giant proton—and recalling Equation (30): 

oN n P p c= =                         (45) 

o o
nN nc p c
p

 
∴ = =  

 
                     (46) 

And since, 

21
2 g omc u c=                         (47) 

And since, 
2 2 33

5
o

g
c

m nu G
r

=                       (48) 

From (22) (24) and (48): 
2 2 3

2 2
1
3

1 3 3
2 5 5

o
G o e

c
c

m n pmc u Gc u ke
r

r n
= = = =          (49) 

By dividing Gu  of (49) over (46)—where co is cancelled—we can get the val-
ue of n.  

By putting the value of n and substitution in (46) we can define co and then 
from (49) we can define p (from ue).  

From defining p & n we can define the ratio .n
p

 

From the defined values of 
n
p

 & co we can estimate µ from: .o p
c nµ
 
 
 

=  

At last from (39) we can—also—define—ug. 
This arrangement in derivation of the unknowns (where we derive ug after 

solving the entire unknowns) is necessary (we will explain this latter). Now we 
can estimate all the unknowns as 

92.431 10p = ×                        (50) 

121.2123 10n
p
= ×                       (51) 

212.947 10n = ×                        (52) 
2410 1.021oc = ×                        (53) 

361.237 10µ = ×  

2 2
24

11
10 1.021

v c  = − × 
                   (54) 

It is clear—now—that we cannot realize Equation (2) with speed less than that 
defined by Equation (54). A lesser one cannot realize Equation (6). It is the  

familiar to equate the particle speed by real number: 10, ,10
2

v =  and so on 

but here, physics of the alternative relativistic solution allows equating the 
squared speed as c minus an infinitesimal cut off. This cut should not allow a 
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lesser squared speed than that of Equation (54). But a bigger one (approaching 
more to the speed of light) is allowed. This allows—from Equations (23) and 
(56)—a bigger γ2 (co) which means replication of a bigger sphere (this is the 
scientific base for a more complicated giant atom as we will see later). Therefore, 
we can define co to include more complicated giant system: 

24: 10 1.021o oc c∈ ∞ > ≥ ×R  

We have to notice that the protons have the same wavy behavior and so it 
has—also—uc but this term could be neglected because of the distance between 
two neighbor protons = 104rc (where n/p as we will see is about ten power 
twelve). So, the exclusive Pauli’s term of the proton well appears as; 

8 810 10u c eu u u− −= =  so the final count of the protons—which realizes Equation 
(1) in its coulomb form—is 9 8 9 92.431 10 10 2.431 10 . 0 .2 431 1p −= × − × × = ×  

Because we estimated the above values from outside the system of the giant 
unit (using, N) so we have to test them. So putting the above values in the equa-
tions of the system we find finally: 

10 210.752 10 J
2G e cu u u mc−= = = × =                (55) 

10. The Deficit & the Excess as a Perfect Solution 

The goal here is to show how the term b is delivered from the same alternative 
relativistic solution which was fired by the starting point (Equation (7)). If this 
term was found independent from the alternative solution and since the deficit 
equal the excess then both with each other had to give zero term. The zero term 
would spoil the deficit and consequently aborts the relativistic action. The relati-
vistic action needs a deficit (not zero term). Then, it looks as if the excess was 
delivered side by side with the term D and by the same alternative relativistic 
solution. That is to say; Equation (7) is actually the launching point. First, we 
can summarize what we got. 

We “picked up” the imaginary relativistic solution, om im=  where 1i = −  
and then converted this imaginary solution into refused solution in the form of 

2 2 .om m= −  
After that, we introduced this refused solution on the relativistic gravitational 

energy, and then go on till we reached to the accepted substitutive relativistic 
solution. So physics of the giant charge could be summarized as a shift from the 
original solution; ( )2 2

om nγ , into the substitutive (self-replication) solution; 
( ) 2

o oc n p m+   . 
The alternative solution is surely not passive transformation of energy into  

matter (not as; 2

Em
c

= ) but surely it is relativistic solution. The passive  

transformation would give one particle for each of the contributors. 
The relativistic solution is completely far from this vision. It could be written 

as 
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( )2 2 2
o om n m nγ=                        (56) 

In the original solution on n=  while in the alternative solution 
.o o om m n c n= → =  

The first point to motivate physics of the Compton’s sphere is to insure that 
the total Compton state final energy u, per a particle neither above nor below 
moc2. Its net value should be exactly moc2. If it was above this limit then this 
means that v c>  which is—in relativity—refused. We need to reach to the high-
est possible speed because Equation (1) is the subject & key of the Compton’s 
sphere. But if the particles spacing was equal rc and consequently, the acquired  

quantum energy 21
2c ou m c≡  then when it is added with the acquired nonrela-

tivistic gravitational energy ug it would give total acquired energy above 21
2 om c   

or mathematically, 100.752 10 Ju −> ×  which is refused. Hence, we can write; 

( )21
2c e G o gu u u m c u= = = − =∈                   (57) 

Since, om m=  (if Equation (27) was realized) then we can describe the par-
ticle represented by Equation (2) and also represented by Equation (9) as 

( )2 2 2
o o o g gE E m c mc m c u u= = = = + −                (58) 

where, ug—with the small letter subscript—is stand for the nonrelativistic gravi-
tational energy (not uG). Equation (58) surely describes (1 & 2) but—till up now 
it cannot describe our sphere without realization the condition mentioned in (9 
& 27) which are not yet realized. Equation (57) is just to say that: to prevent 
excess speed over c or to prevent the state which is inside the brackets of (58) we 
have to add—ug or definitely the acquired energy must be not over the energy of 
(57). But this equation alone doesn’t tell us how does ug precipitate in the system. 
All the equations which contain a cutoff energy—from Equation (6) and up-
ward—could be understood on this base. In Equation (7)—as example—the def-
icit ≡  ug so when the system adds ug as in (6) we guarantee that no excess 
speed over light. Definitely it says; if 2

om c  represents acquired energy then it is 
forbidden to add to it any infinitesimal energy so the contents of the above 
brackets in (58) is forbidden and hence the energy should appear as in (57). 

You can have a population of neutral particles with zero electric energy. And 
you can have a population of particles with zero short range energy if the 
in-between distance was far from Fermi range. And you may get a population of 
matter with zero quantum energy such that Pauli’s Exclusion Principle may dis-
appear in condensate state (like; Cooper’s pair & neutron pair). Moreover the 
quantum term which appears in Equation (33) depends reversibly on the mass 
so it disappears at the mass goes to infinite. Definitely, you can forever multiply 
a wave function—describing a quantum particle—by a non-zero complex con-
stant A, to get—by linear combination—the same state with the same physical 
concept as: 
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( ) ( )x A xψ ϕ= . That is to say, linear space itself is a subset of Hilbert space 
which means that the exclusive efficiency vanishes at linear combination. 

 But you never get matter without gravitational energy. On general: no field is 
forever synonym to matter except the gravitational field. Since each of the con-
tributors; ue, uc and uG are energies would be added to the particle and since the 
gravitational field never vanish from matter and since the system supplies each 
particle with ug then the contributors should have a deficit equal ug otherwise the 
added ug of the system would add speed to light which is forbidden. This addi-
tive ug is the residual energy of the system after withdrawing all the other ener-
gies. 

Since, ( )2 2–o g om c u m cξ + =  

guξ∴ =  If—and only if—the system equations precipitate ug 
We began with Equation (7) and followed up the microstates of the coulomb’s 

form where each conjugate pair realized in the approximate solution that the re-
lativistic mass is equal to the rest mass, so up till now we are still maintaining the 
general structure of (1 & 2) if—and only if—(9 & 27) were realized (or if the 
term b was deposited). Equation (58) expected presence of ug but it did not pre-
cipitate it. So we need to fix (57) on Equation (58) (but without its brackets). Let 
us see how. Now, since v c≈  

And since, 
2

2 2 2 2 .
o

c nv c c c
c pxµ

= − = −  

Then the conjugate pair u appears as:  

( )2
e G o gu u u m c u= + ≡ −                      (59) 

Again, since v c≈  then, one can say that the relativistic solution 2 22v c=  
should also take the form 

2 2 2 2 2 2 2 12 2 2 2 2
o

nv c v c c c c
p cµ

  
≈ → = − = −   

   
        (60) 

Actually this speed (as we will discuss later on) doesn’t need external source of 
energy outside the system. If we looked to the neutron in its well and if cr r=  
then it would appear as energy not as matter. But because the inter-space here is 
just above this limit so—from de Broglie wave—we get oscillatory motion de-
fined by (10). Also the proton does in its well. This is a description of the micro-
state events. If we took the Equations (20), (24) & (37) we find them describe the 
macro state of a system perfectly fixed on (1). That is to say: if Equation (1) de-
scribes the rest mass om m=  of the rest particle then its synonym (Equation (2)) 
describes the rest energy oE E=  of the Compton’s sphere per each rest particle. 
This means that if (1) succeeded to arrest its left side to describe—in its right 
side—the rest mass then also does Equation (2) where it succeeded to arrest its 
left side to describe—in its right side—the rest energy (of the Compton’s sphere 
per a rest particle). Hence, a deficit (or excess) in (2) should mean necessarily 
the same deficit (or excess) in (1) and vice versa. 

This idea should be maintained and never waste. Explicitly, the energy which 
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we observe in a conjugate pair of u is not more than description of the rest 
energy of the Compton’s sphere per rest particle perfectly as Equation (1) de-
scribes the rest mass. 

Equation (58) describes the rest energy of the particle of Equation (1) perfectly. 
And it can also describe the particle of our sphere but only when we do ap-
proximation for the relation 2 22v c≈  to appear as 2 22 .v c=  

The approximate solution enabled us to fix our system on the form of (1), 
where (58) described the rest energy as a perfect synonym to the rest mass. 

Now we can begin again from the speed which is defined in (10), so let us re-
call the accurate value of v2 as it is defined in (60) and put it in its original relati-
vistic relation 

2
2

11 2 2

o

o

mm

c

∴ =
 

− − 
 

 

2 221 o
o

m m
c

 
∴− − = 

 
                      (61) 

As in the approximate solution, we can put here 2
om  in place of 2m−  (again, 

the micro-states should be directed to realize the macro-state, meaning that we 
are searching, here, for the condition required for the microstate; v c≈  to 
realize the macro-state; 2 22v c= ) 

2 221o o
o

m m
c

 
∴ − = 

 
 

This is the same radical physical meaning of the proposal of (20) where here it 
again engulfs the negative sign of the equation in which it was introduced to 
leave behind a physical meaning. The equation—now—tells us that we have one 
particle with two different rest masses. The unique solution should be defined by 
different systems. That is to say the right side of the equation represents the rest 
mass of the particle (ms) inside the sphere before adding ug while the left side 
represents (mo) outside the sphere or inside the sphere after adding ug 

2 221o s
o

m m
c

 
∴ − = 

 
                      (62) 

2 .1o s
o

m m
c

∴ − =  Using the binomial theorem 

11o s
o

m m
c

 
∴ − = 

 
 

o
o s

o

mm m
c

∴ − =                          (63) 

By simple simplification and multiplying each side by c2 and then substitution 
from (44) with the value of ug and substitution in (63) 

2
2 2 2 2o o

o s o s s g o
o o

m m cm m m c m c m c u m c
c c

∴ − = → − = → + =        (64) 
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This is the relativistic solution for existence of the nonrelativistic ug in our 
system. Hence, we can fix (57) on (58) as: 

( )2 2 2
o o o g gE E m c mc m c u u= = = = − +  

where the contents between the brackets represent the equivalent energy of the 
rest mass of the particle inside the sphere (the particle with the deficit) while the 
positive ug is the added gravitational energy so the relativistic mass 2 2

omc m c=  

Also the energy ( )21
2c e G o gu u u m c u= = ≡ − =∈  is defined—now— by: 

( )2 2
o g g om c u u m c− + =                     (65) 

22 g ou m c∈+ ≡  

If we put: 2sm =   & the deficit in each of the mass & energy respectively as 
md & mf 

2 2 & && f go
d f g o s d

o

m umm m u m m m m
c c c

∴∈= = ≡ ≡ = = = +      (66) 

( )o gm uϕ∴ = , therefore it is the relativistic mass of ms.  
We notice also in the approximate solution that, we used om m=  which gave 

approximate solution in the form of Equation (27). Here—in the perfect solu-
tion—we can discriminate between mo & ms where the perfect solution appears 
as in (60). We can clarify the entire physical meaning of all the equations from 
(22) till (66) as the next: 

Since the deficit in the rest mass of the particle which is defined by Equation 
(1) is a deficit in the rest energy of the Compton sphere (per a particle) which is 
defined by Equation (2), so we began from: 

2
21 1

2 2g s
o

ek u m c
r

 
− = 

 
 

This deficit fired up the relativistic solution by the speed which is defined by 
(10). Then we used the original relativistic technical tools which finally produced 
the alternative relativistic solution which appeared as: 2

on nγ=  where γ is de-
fined by the speed which is defined by (10). Beside this relativistic solution we 
discovered another relativistic solution represented in that: this speed which is 
defined by (10) does not affect the mass, so the solution was: om m=  but this 
solution ( om m= ) is defined by a condition defined by (27) which needs adding 
an excess quantity equals the deficit quantity. We called that solution “the ap-
proximate solution” which did not show how such quantity was added. The per-
fect solution is the complementary solution which explained this point. Since 
that, then it has to use the same relativistic technical tools but with the correct 
speed defined by Equation (10). Then we have to allow the proposal defined by 
(20) to interact mathematically with this correct speed to see the relativistic con-
dition required for producing this excess. The perfect solution discovered that; 
the alternative relativistic solution is the one which added excess mass and con-
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sequently excess energy equal the deficit. So, we can summarize as 
2 2 2

2 21 1 1 1 1 1 1
2 2 2 2 2 2 2

s d
o g g s d

s s o

m m eG nc G k u u m c m c
r r r

    
 
 


+ = − + = +   

  
   (67) 

where, the content between the brackets appears with its deficit which fired the 
alternative relativistic solution which delivered all the outside the brackets. Fi-
nally we get: 

( )
2

2 2
0

1 1 1
2 2 2o o s g g

o

eGm nc r k u u m c
r

 
= − + ≡ 

 
 

And by the symmetric addition we get: 2 2 2 2
0 0 0

1 1
2 2

.m c m c m c mc+ = =  

The last equality was put to show that we are finally in a complete rest state 
( om m= ). When the mass md is added to s om m→  therefore we can consider 
mo is the relativistic mass of ms where this relativistic effect is due to the speed 
coming from ug not from the speed defined by (10).  

Defining the unknowns of the Compton sphere depended on the next idea;  

since we began from 
2

21 1
2 2g s

o

ek u m c
r

 
− = 

 
 and since, s om m≈  while 

2

.g
o

eu k
r

  

So, the approximate solution ignored the small deference between these quan-

tities where the equation got; 
2

21 1
2 2

.o
o

ek m c
r

=  

This inconsiderable error which was committed by the approximate solution 
could not be avoided because each of ms & ug is unknown (but could be derived 
after defining the other unknowns) 

( )24
0

12 1 1 10o
s d o o o o

o o

mm m m m m m m
c c

− 
∴ = = − = − = − = − ≈ 

 
  

This means that from the quantitative side of view we can put s om m=  and 
we can do our estimations on this base. Nevertheless, from the qualitative side of 
view the deference between both is the scientific base of physics of the giant 
atom so we cannot neglect the physical concept of this deference. Although the 
perfect solution is the one which discovered the term carrying the excess quan-
tity which we were searching for in the approximate solution yet the approx-
imate solution is—also—necessary and we cannot exclude it because it supplies 
us with the easy or perhaps the unique mathematic method to derive the un-
knowns of the giant charge unit. If you put ms of the perfect solution in place of 
the approximate solution you cannot simply derive the unknowns, while—as 
you saw—it was easy to do in the approximate solution (Equations (45)-(54)). 
Minimizing the incorrectness (arising from the difference between mo & 
ms)—during estimating the Compton sphere unknowns—depends on important 
idea. Since we expect that & 1s gm u   while each of the countable unknowns 
 1 so we avoided to derive the unknowns from this little quantity, so we de-
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rived at first 4510N >  from ug of the giant atom (which is comparatively big 
quantity) not from ug of Compton sphere and then we derived 2110n >  from 
uG not from ug and so on all the unknowns were derived independent from ug By 
other words, since ug is the smallest so the error factor arising from the differ-
ence between mo & ms would be clear in it, so to avoid this effect on the other 
unknowns we do not derive them from ug. 

Anyway, Equation (79) from which we will derive the quantity N shows that 
the speed resulting from the gravitational energy is so little that we can neglect 
md. 

The meaning of mo & ms appears well from the normalized wave function,  

where the wave number 
2 smk c
l

= =


.  

Appearance of the rest mass as ms in the subsection (13-a) is well perfect be-
cause this means c2 of the fields split as; ( ){ } ( ) ( )2 2 2

g g gc u u v u cϕ ϕ ϕ− + = + =  
where the contents of the outer brackets gave the relativistic alternative solution 
defined by Equation (28) while the positive ( )guϕ  would transform—by its 
relativistic action—ms into mo. But 13-b, does not give the meaning of split of c2 
because it talks about the rest state. Hence, the physics of (13-b) needs the par-
ticle to appear as mo. 

We can summarize all the above chapters to give the global picture as fol-
lows; 

Given a particle let be called P, defined by 
2

2
o

o

ek m c
r
=  (see Appendix) 

where this equation says; the rest mass is equivalent to the rest energy. The par-
ticle in the giant charge committee is defined by rest mass ms & mass deficit md 
but since the rest mass of this equation is synonym to the rest energy of equation 
2 which describes the macroscopic state of our sphere so this mass deficit ap-
pears also as rest energy deficit. Hence the particle appears as 

2
2 2 2 2 .d o d

o

ek m c m c m c
r
− = − ≡ ∈  

This deficit in energy fired out the alternative relativistic solution defined by 
(56). But the particle with this deficit is not the particle P. Fortunately, the re-
lativistic solution itself is the one which delivered energy excess equal the 
energy deficit. And again, since the rest energy of the sphere per a particle (de-
fined by Equation (2)) and the rest mass (defined by Equation (1)) are syn-
onyms so we have the same excess in the mass too. Hence the particle appears as 

( )
2

2 2 2 2 2 .d d o d d
o

ek m c m c m c m c m c
r

 
− + = −


+


 This is the particle P, and the  

net result is 2γ  times the particles count in the sphere. The perfect solution is 
the one which produces the alternative relativistic solution while the approx-
imate solution is the one which enables us to determine the unknowns of the 
Compton sphere. Presence of uG in the system beside ug is not contradictive be-
cause the first when added with its conjugate has final relativistic meaning not 
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more than (as you see that from the equations) om m=  while the second carries 
the effect of the gravitational energy. So, we can say that, the first (the relativistic 
one) carries with its conjugate the meaning of 2

om c  while the second carries  

the meaning: 21
2

.mv  

As in the semi-empirical mass model the nucleons inside the nucleus has 
mass deficit which appears as nuclear binding energy also here. The particle in-
side the Compton sphere has to pay from its pocket to subscribe as a member in 
this committee. The sphere looks like a giant particle where its vacuum is abso-
lutely energy empty so the particles to live with each other they have to pay from 
their masses. We have also do stress on that, the system itself by its nonrelativis-
tic equations cannot precipitate ug because each of Einstein & coulomb form 
talks nothing about it although coulomb’s form (the microstates) expected its 
existence. The matter also calls it, but the allowed nonrelativistic equations can-
not realize it. So the relativistic equations discovered the trivial solution; 

0g gu u− =                          (68) 

But its hidden nontrivial meaning is that; each of the minus & the positive ug 
& its synonym md is a relativistic solution. The deficit in the rest mass of Equa-
tion (1) is equivalent to the deficit in the rest energy of Equation (2) but this 
deficit by the relativistic action have created final relativistic solution formed of 
one packet appeared as; reproduction of particles counting ( ) on p c+  each with 
final rest mass = mo where the entire particles are living in Compton sphere each 
with mass deficit and with residual gravitational energy. So, ug of the system, al-
though it is non-relativistic entity yet it is one of the products of the alternative 
relativistic solution. 

The kinetic energy appears—by the alternative relativistic solution—in a rest 
form. This means that the GCU have appeared after all these relativistic mi-
cro-states to realize Equations (1) where it means actually that it came from 
multiplication of Equation (1) by the number one to give the same solution. The 
energy looks as if it was turned from the region of the kinetic energy and flashed 
in the region of the reproductive rest energy with the simple conservative mo-
mentum & energy solution; 

1 2 0= + =P P P  
22 d 2E p v m c= =∫  where v = c = constant. 

In biology, self-replication takes other form. The chromosome of the cell of 
the living thing—by metabolism—utilizes the nutrients to construct another 
chromosome. No creation of particles; neither from energy nor from relativistic 
action. Number of the input of the particles (of the mother chromosome + of the 
utilized nutrients) is the same of the output (of the mother chromosome + of the 
born one). The cell during replication does not gain particles. So the substitutive 
solution is not clearly suitable here. The dead or even the adult, or accurately the 
immature or even the old cell cannot replicate even if it was put in a bath of the 
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required nutrients or—accurately—even if it was put in the same biologic me-
dium required for replication. Here, there is no mass deficit and consequently no 
energy deficit. The chromosome acts as a template and appears like 2

om c=  
but without deficit, while the particle of the nutrient appears like 2

om c∈=  (but 
without deficit). When they added 2 2 .2 2o om c m c→ =  

This view does stress on that ∈=  in inanimate like animate. But the hid-
den meaning—here—is that; the symmetric addition occurs at r is fixed on the 
reduced Compton’s wave length without excess. This meaning may be useful in 
understanding the physical background of some diseases like cancer & some 
mutational genetic diseases. This needs further independent study. 

11. The Wave Function & the Concept of the Particle Speed 

The defined density of matter—inside our sphere—alone can offer quantum 
speed for the neutron, but it cannot alone define the proton speed which needs 
defined number of protons with the same defined density. We saw that speed of 
both particles is defined by Equation (10), but what is the concept of this speed? 
The energy eigenfunction of the particle inside the potential wells could be writ-
ten as; 

( )sin sin π sin 2A kx A n x L A x mEϕ = = =   

where on normalization: 
2 .A
L

=   

Since, the momentum operator p i x∨ = − ∂ ∂   
And since, ( )2 π cos πx L n L n x Lϕ∂ ∂ =  

( )* 2
0

d sin π 0
L

p p x i L nL Lϕ ϕ∨∴ = = =∫   

At first glance this conclusion seems strange. After all: 
2 2 2 πE p m p mEn n L= → = = ± 

 

The ± sign provides the explanation: The particle is moving back and forth, 
and so there should be two momentum eigenfunctions for every energy eigen-
function, corresponding to the two possible directions of motion. The procedure 
for finding the eigenvalues of a quantum-mechanical operator p∨  is to put the 
correct momentum eigenfunction as: 

e esin
2 2

i i

i i

θ θ

θ
−

= −  

Hence each energy eigenfunction can be expressed as a linear combination of 
the two wave functions so that sin πA n x Lϕ ϕ ϕ+ −= = +  

esin π π
2

i

A n x L A p n L
i

θ

ϕ+ += → ==   

esin π π
2

i

A n x L A p n L
i

θ

ϕ
−

− −= → = −=   

From above we conclude that the particle inside the Compton’s sphere oscil-
lates back and forth with its speed v ≈ c. 
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From the side of view of special relativity, (if the capital letters stand for the 
measurements on the moving coordinate) we hold on the synchronous mea-
surement (T = 0) for a body moving to the right: 

( )ox X vT Xγ γ= + =  

And for a body moving to the left we would hold: 
( )ox X vT Xγ γ= − =  this means that Lorentz length contraction holds 

with the same form either the body moves back or forth such that γ factor de-
pends on the squared speed of γ so ( )22v v= −  You can notice that our case 
differs from Doppler effect, such that we want—here—to measure x relative to xo 
and —x relative to—xo 

Since—as we have discussed before—both xo & mo go straight forward in a li-
near relation so the same result holds with the relativistic mass. 

Actually many experimental trials succeeded to trap ultra-cold neutrons in 
slow speed. High technology succeeded to trap neutrons with speed of 5 meter 
per second [7] [8]. If we could to get the least possible speed like that of the giant 
charge then we may get it. But I can suggest that if we had a universe defined by 
the Equations (45)-(54) or if we had count of neutrons defined by (52) each with  

speed 
2 gu

v
m

=  or may be defined by Equation (10) then the particles may  

spontaneously condensate to Compton state. 

12. The Solar System as Giant Atoms 

Now in this second part of the discussion we would suggest that the solar system 
in one of its primordial historical evolutionary stage had presented as giant 
atoms. This suggestion would be tested by doing comparison between our esti-
mations about the parameters of the orbits of the giant atom and that of the so-
lar system. The tested parameters of the solar system would be: 

Speed and radius of the orbit of each planet, the elliptical orbits of the planets 
and also we would define the ratio between the mass of the sun to the total mass 
of the entire planets. So, our work suggested that the solar system had begun its 
motion as units of giant atoms. Later on, the atomic model disappeared after it 
left behind the above mentioned parameters to refer to the past existence of the 
giant atomic model. 

Now the giant atom was formed of giant charges, and the giant charge had ex-
istence in the form of Compton state. Existence of such state—as we saw from 
physics of the giant atom—has overcome the following problems; coulomb’s 
force which would not allow existence of much charges in a comparative narrow 
space like the giant charge, Pauli’s exclusion principle; which never allow two 
typical fermions to exist in the same energy level and the quantum energy den-
sity which acts against condensation of matter in such a state. We would see also 
(after estimating the radius of the giant atom orbit) that the giant charge can or-
bit as a collection of points in a circle without considerable radiation (not vi-
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olating Larmor’s equation).  

12.1. The Hydrogen Atom Like System [9] [10] 

Consider an electron e, with a non-relativistic mass me and a proton p, with 
mass mp orbit each other and consider μ stand—here—for the reduced mass. 

The two body problem could be reduced as one body problem as 

( ) &e p e p e pm m m m m m mµ = ÷ + = +  

If, p em m  

em µ=∴ =F a a  where, e p= −a a a  

If, e p= −r r r  

( ) ( )222
e e e p p pke r m v r m v r∴ ÷ = ÷ = ÷  

The Lagrangian Lg could be written as; 

( ) ( ) ( )22 2 2g e e p p e pL m v m v U r r  = ÷ + ÷ − −    
 

The modulus of the angular momentum vector = L  

e e e p p p e e eL m v r m v r m v r= + ≈ =   

e pm m= ÷ ≈r r r                        (69) 

p em m= ÷r r  

The ground state 0  could be described by the Hamiltonian H in time de-
pendent form as; 

( ) ( )2 2 22H m x E U i t= − ÷ ∂ ∂ + − = ∂ ∂ 
 

The solution gives; 
The expected radius 115.29 10 mr −= ×  
The expected velocity 62.18 10 m sv = ×  

12.2. The Major Atom: A Proposed Inversed Atom 

Although it is a proposed system yet it is the mathematic base of the giant atom 
system. In the giant electron we can hold the same equations of the giant proton.  

Since, the proton count p in the giant proton = the electron count e in the  

giant electron and since the electron mass 
1

1844e pm m=  where mp is the mass 

of the proton and if we substituted in Equation (16) 

1844 1844e

p

Mn
e M

∴ = → =  

where, 
n
e

 = the ratio between the neutrons & the electrons in the giant electron, 

while e

p

M
M

 = the ratio between the mass of the giant electron & the giant  
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proton. Hence we can say that the giant atom is a perfect inversed atom. This 
chapter is to study the mathematics of this inversed atomic system. So, in the 
hydrogen atom like—system (h.a.l.s); suppose that we succeeded to bind its  

electron through imaginary energy with a number of neutrons = 1844p

e

m
m

=  

neutrons. And suppose that this proposed binding energy ≥ the total energy be-
tween the proton and its orbiting electron such that the neutrons bound electron 
can orbit as one body. Once we can create this imaginary major atom we will 
notice that here would be shift of the center of the masses towards the neutron 
bound electron. There would be (also) respective relative shift from quantum to 
classic physics. Let us study this inversed atom (i.a.) side by side with (h.a.l.s.) 
and let us use for the first the capital letters and for the second the small letters. 

We did nothing except binding the electron with 1844 neutrons so; 
2 2ke r ke R R r÷ = ÷ → =  

From (69) 

p e e eM M Mµ ÷∴ ÷= =R R R R  

1844e p eM M÷ ÷= =R R R  

where, Me is mass of the electron which is bound with 1844 neutrons

( )1840 1844n p pM M M= ÷ =  as much as the mass of the proton. 

And where, μ = the inverse of 
1 1 1845 1.0005e p p

p e

M M M
M M

+ = ÷ = ÷ ≈  

pR R r→ = =  & .pv v=  

From above we can get 
2 2 2

pke r ke R M v÷ = ÷ =  

The angular momentum L obeys:  
.p eL L L l= + =   

where, l is an acquired inversed atom level number. 
On substitution we get 

( )6 6 42.18 10 2.18 10 43 5.07 10 m se pv m m= × ÷ = × ÷ ≈ ×       (70) 

43l =                            (71) 

This speed is the speed of the orbiting proton in this theoretical inversed atom 
model. Since the giant atom is inversed atom model so it conserves the same 
speed. 

We can get also 

43 2π 43o oR l lλ λ λ λ λ= ÷ → = = ÷ =  

where λ is the wave length of Bohr’s radius.  

12.3. The Huge Charge 

Here we have to focus on the next equations of the giant atom which supplies us 
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with the physical unit of the orbiting giant charge; let us call it the huge charge. 
The huge charge which appears in the giant atom equations is the smallest unit 
of the orbiting charge. It has a mass mu and a matter wave length λu 

( )um m n p= ÷  

( )u n pλ λ= ÷ ÷                        (72) 

where λ is the wave length of Bohr’s radius. 
Its angular momentum would be in the form; 

( ) ( )( ) mn p l l p n v lλ÷ ÷ ÷ =   
 

The circumference S of the giant orbit is the summation of the huge waves; 

2π pS R p
n

λ = =  
 

 

The orbital could be considered as one dimensional infinite square well of 
length 2πr or a model for a one-dimensional box. Since that, we have two par-
ticles with different states; +1/2 spin & −1/2 spin occupying the same energy lev-
el. So that, 

2π
2 2

p p pS R p
n n

λ
λ    = = =   
   

 

You can—also—consider that the factor 2 in the denominator is due to that; 
the wave length is formulated as “a particle in a box model” such that: 2L λ=  
= bohr’s wave length.  

Since, “in this chapter” n & p is the number of neutrons & protons inside the  

giant proton (not inside the Compton sphere) & since, p
n

 
 
 

 is constant and is 

defined here in the giant proton as it was defined in the Compton sphere by Eq-

uation (51), and since pp n
n

 =  
 

 

2

2π
2 2

p p n p nS R
n n n

λ λ    = = =    
    

∴               (73) 

where, the factor inside the brackets is constant as defined by Equation (51) (it is 
the same; in the Compton sphere & in the giant proton) while n is the number of 
the neutrons inside the giant proton (which we called in Equation (43); N). 

12.4. The Mathematic Analysis of the Giant Atom Orbit 

The giant proton to orbit the giant electron we need equation in the form of:  

2

2
m n n pG m ke

r p R
 ⋅  ⋅ ≥  

  
                   (74) 

where the left side of this relation means the gravitational energy inside the giant 
proton per a huge proton lying on the most outer layer of the sphere (defined by  

the mass 
n m
p
⋅ ) while the right side is the electric energy between the giant  

electron and the giant proton in its orbit defined by the orbit radius R per a huge 
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charge. This form simply and directly means that: 
Since the spheres are in orbits then the total energy equals half the electric po-

tential energy. If this total attractive electric energy between the sphere A and a 
huge charge of the outermost layer of the sphere B was just equal or lesser than 
the gravitational energy which binds this huge charge with its sphere then the 
sphere would orbit as one body. Obviously, we take a charge from the most out-
er layer because according to Gaussian’s theorem, although the most outer layer 
has the maximum flux yet its particles has the minimum gravitational potential 
so we guarantee that if this particle preserved on its sphere then all the particles 
of the sphere would do the same. If the left side of the above relation was lesser 
than the right side then the charges of the giant atom would be attracted as sin-
gled particles which would lead to evacuating it from the charges and conse-
quently destroying of the whole electric building. This is very important point 
which would give radical and dramatic event would be discussed later (during 
talking about the end of Compton sphere). The hidden important meaning  

behind the factor ( .n m
p

) is that we want to guarantee—under the above  

mentioned condition—that the huge proton is the unit of the orbit. 
In one word this condition (the equality form) guarantees that the sphere 

would orbit as huge charges units with the least amount of n and consequently 
of p. But the relation in its inequality form can allow additional n as we will see 
when we speak about the astronomic giant proton. (Obviously, we can conclude 
the same required condition if we applied correctly the physical meaning of the 
escape velocity). Since, —as we will see—the higher orbitals are built by additive 
particles to the ground state so this ground state should be built by the least 
amount of the particles. So, Equation (75) neglected a factor coming from the 
integration which had to be considered. Suppose that the total electric energy 
between the giant proton A, & the giant electron B, is just more than the total 
binding energy inside A, so that A, would be evacuated from its charges. We 
want to estimate the least amount of the charges which cannot do evacuation 
such that adding any other amount of the charge—even one charge—would lead 
to increase the electric potential more than the binding energy so evacuation be-
gins to take place. Since that, we want to prevent addition of extra proton. 
Therefore, the correct estimation needs to suppose that the protons on the sur-
face of A, are pulled to B, one by one by the least possible power. Since each of 
the two spheres has curvature then there is a point O, on the surface of A, is the 
nearest point to B. The electric work done (by B) dw F x= ∫  in this point is in 
its minimum form. Since that, we can see sequent operations on this point. In 
each operation a single proton would move from the point O and pulled towards 
B, where when be added to the electrons of B, aborts the electric action of one 
electron. So the electric potential between A & B would decrease in the second 
operation by the term one while the binding energy inside A, could be consi-
dered constant. That is because n p  which means that the proton when be 
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lost from A, leads to neither considerable loss in the mass nor decrease in the ra-
dius of A. The total operations would appear finally as; 

( ) 2 2 2 2 2

0

1d d
2

pm n n e m n e pG m p k p p G k
r p R r R

 
= → = − 

 
∫ ∫         (75) 

where, the huge mass (
nm
p

) = constat & the negative sign = opposit action. 

The least amount of the binding energy which is required to prevent evacua-
tion and to enable the sphere to orbit is formulated from (74) & (75) as; 

2 2 2 21
4

m n e pG k
r R

∴ =                         (76) 

You can see that loss of—even—all the protons in the mind of the left side 
means loss of mass = 10−12 of the total mass (so it is constant), while that in the 
right side means 0p p− =  (mathematics should think sometimes as a physi-
cian). Briefly, the estimated minimal energy—to avoid an extra proton—should 
be done by integral process as one by one. The above 4 subchapters are necessary 
to the next chapter. 

13. The Giant Atom Orbit 

We showed that the giant proton to rotate—by the electric field—in its orbit as 
one body (or as huge charges but not as individual protons) needs internal gra-
vitational binding energy (the particles by its own gravity bind with each other). 
From (74) & (76), the least required binding energy has to be in the form 

4
2 4

4
pm n n n vG m ke R m

r p p
   ⋅

⋅ = = ⋅   
   

               (77) 

where; 1 3
cr r n=  is the radius of the sphere of the giant proton, R is the radius 

of the orbit and ( m n⋅ ) is the entire mass of the giant proton while ( mn p÷ ) is 
the mass of the huge proton. (From now we will use n to stand for neutrons 
number of the giant proton). This equation could be considered as the cardinal 
equation of the orbit from which we can conclude a direct relation between the 
number of the neutrons n of the giant proton and the average speed v of the 
giant proton throughout its orbit radius R. So this relation takes the form of: 

2 2 34 cv Gmn r=  

where: rc is the spacing between particles inside the sphere. Or could be written 
as 

( )3 23 4 cv n Gm r=                     (78) 

Now, let us re-go to the giant proton unit which needs the ratio 

121.2123 10 .n
p

×=  

From Equation (70), 45.07 10 m sv ≈ ×  this is the velocity of the giant atom 
orbit in the ground state. It is very near to the astronomic velocity of the mer-
cury planet (the nearest to the sun) which has mean value of astronomic orbital 
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velocity 44.74 10 m sv = ×  with error factor in our estimation about 1/1.07. 
Since it is known that our sun losses gradually some of matter in production 

of heat. It is known that it lost about seven percent of its natal mass [11] so if the 
present mass of the sun = 1.99 × 1030 kg & if its natal mass was, A 

( ) 30 301 0.07 1.99 10 2.13 10 kgA A− = × → = ×  

By the inverse square law, we have –also—natal orbit speed; 

4 41.07 4.74 10 5.07 10 m sv = × × = ×                 (79) 

∴  The orbital velocity of the ground state of the giant atom is completely 
fixed on the natal orbital velocity of the mercury planet = 45.07 10 m s.×  

This is the circular giant atom orbit, but the astronomic orbit of the mercury 

planet is elliptical with eccentricity 
2

1.54p xR ve
R v

 = = = 
 

 [12] [13]. 

Equation (78) tells us that the orbiting giant proton possess number of par-
ticles just enough to overcome the electric attractive energy. If the orbit was el-
liptical then this energy would be maximal at the perihelion Rp therefore this 
quantity of the particles has to be enough to overcome this maximal energy. This 
means that we have to substitute in (78) at the perihelion (minimal distance).  

From (77) we can conclude that n2 is proportional with pR
R

 therefore we have  

to multiply n by 1.54 1.245.=  
This is a constant factor should not be introduced in any other mathematic 

operation. It is a factor just to guarantee that the quantity n is ready to overcome 
the maximal possible electric energy and to orbit as one body. Putting the value 
of rc and putting the value of the average speed v and by substitution in equation 
78 which appears now as; 

3 2
31.245 4

c

mv n G
r

 
=  

 
                     (80) 

So, we can get the number of the neutrons n of the orbiting giant proton;  

( )45 451.245 2.44 10 3.009 10n = × = ×               (81) 

This is the least possible quantity of the particles in the orbiting giant proton 
whose binding energy can overcome the total electric energy at the nearest point 
(perihelion). From the first equality of Equation (77) we can conclude that; 

5
1 3
3 n Rp

p A
 

=  
 

                         (82) 

where, A is a known constant.  
From the second equality of the same equation we can reformulate:  

( )( )2 2p m n p v R kpe= ÷  

By dividing over (82) 
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2
2

3
3 pp B

n
 
 
 

∴ =  

where, B is another known constant. 
332.482 10p∴ = ×                       (83) 

Or, we can conclude the value of p directly as 

( ) 45 12 333.009 10 1.2123 10 2.482 10p n p n= = × × = ×  

2 212.047 10p n∴ = ×  

By substitution in Equation (73) (or from the above equations) 

105.41 10 mR = ×                       (84) 

since, the mean value of the orbital radius of the nearest planet (mercury) equals 
about 105.791 10 m×  so we have error factor about 1.07 or about the inverse of 
the error factor of the orbital speed. Since the sun natal mass = 302.13 10 kg×  
(85). 

From (84) and by using the inverse square law we can estimate the real natal 
orbital radius:  

( ) 10 105.791 1.07 10 5.41 10 mR = ÷ × = ×                (86) 

∴  The estimated velocity & radius of the orbit of the giant atom in its ground 
state is fixed well on the astronomic estimated natal velocity & radius of the 
mercury orbit. 

Later on—in a separate discussion—we would see that each a planet was 
formed of number of these giant charges then in a next stage and after beta de-
cay and formation of atoms the inter-particles distances would increase and 
consequently the giant charge radius would increase which would lead to inabil-
ity of the unit to keep its charges which would lead to escape of the charges and 
consequently attraction and unification of the units to form the planet where 
Newton’s laws would receive the file of the motion as the same R & v and con-
verse it without modification by the same square inverse law in its gravitational 
form. Unification is not a simple classic addition but it is quantum overlapping 
of the waves to maintain the same radius &speed. The law is the additive energy 
(gravitational plus the electric) is constant. This stability is controlled by the 
count of the additive spheres. As example if in the initial condition, the gravita-
tional energy was about zero while the electric energy was hundred joule, and we 
have one giant proton in the orbit, then if this giant proton lost half of its 
charges then fifty percent (of the final condition) of the units would collect to 
maintain this initial condition and so on. 

14. The Higher Giant State 

The giant atom in its ground state is the smallest inversed giant atom whose 
giant proton can orbit its giant electron. The inversed atom is the mathematic 
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basis of the giant atom. The created (or the unit) giant charge is the physical unit 
of the giant charge while the huge charge is the physical basis of the giant orbit. 
So the ground state is formed of (p) of the huge wave length (λu) or p2/n times λ 

( ) ( )2 2πup n p Rλ λ= =  

The higher levels (the complicated giant charge which represent the planets 
next to mercury planet) could be constructed by the same above basis. We sug-
gest (recalling Equation (54)) that; the higher states of the complicated giant 
proton have number of protons = p∙d. Where d—in this chapter—means mul-
tiplication of (p) of the giant proton by a factor lies between 1 and 10 and so it 
obeys the relation: 

1 10d< <                            (87) 

Such that, the product p∙d means protons of the giant proton times d. We 
suggest for the complicated giant electron the factor D, where D—in this chap-
ter—is a factor obeys the same relation as 

1 10D< <                           (88) 

Such that D means electrons evacuated giant electron (giant neutron).  
From above we can estimate the ratio between mass of the complicated giant 

electron to that of the complicated giant proton = 1844. 

1844e pM M÷ =                         (89) 

In the giant atom (the ground state) p p′=  where p and p′  are the num-
ber of the protons in the giant proton and that of electrons in the giant electron 
respectively. 

In the complicated atom, the system allows that: 
The number of the protons in the complicated giant proton = p1 while the 

electrons of the complicated giant electron = p2 such that: 

1p pd=                             (90) 

2p p p′= =                           (91) 

The equations packet of the higher states: 
The motion of the giant proton in a higher state is controlled by; 
As a huge proton: 
Its angular momentum obeys; 

( ) ( )( )p n d v d m n p lλ ⋅ =                      (92) 

where l lλ λ λ= ⋅ =  = Bohr wave length and l is the level number = 43.  
The electric force gives 

( )( )2 2 2m n p v d ke p R d′⋅ = ÷ ⋅                   (93) 

where p′  = number of electrons in the giant electron = p.  
We can notice that the mass of the huge proton in the complicated giant pro-

ton still equals; .m n p⋅  
As a giant proton: 
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The electric force gives 

( ) ( )2 2
2

pdm n d v d k e p
Rd

′⋅ = ⋅                 (94) 

where the big bracket is its mass, ( e p⋅ ′ ) is the number of the electrons in the 
complicated giant electron while ( e p d⋅ ⋅ ) is the number of the protons in the 
complicated giant proton. 

15. The End of Compton State and Reality of the Particles 
Number 

The matter density in condensate like nucleus and neutron star is about 5 × 1014 
g/cc (with particle spacing about 2 × 10−15 m). In such high density β decay is 
forbidden because decay result in excess particles leading to decrease spacing 
between particles but neutron degenerate refuse—by Pauli’s exclusion—this de-
crease [14] [15]. Our condensate model differs from neutron star and conse-
quently needs deep insight. First, we don’t now search for how such high density 
was formed. Let us begin—at least here—from the point of; if such sphere had 
exist (perhaps in early universe) then the study would only search in physics of 
such sphere. In the giant charge unit neutron decay is not forbidden but it has 
no chance. No chance because the time need for GCU to grow into Gc equal 

0odt t= =  (as we say that the moving body has mass more than the rest one 
where this excess mass needs no time). Since, —in the alternative relativistic so-
lution—the rest length equals the relativistic length so, the zero time in this solu-
tion is really zero time where no time dilatation. But β decay is exponential func-
tion needs time ∆t. β decay is not forbidden in GC because it would (unlike neu-
tron star) not lead to decrease spacing. Although the density of matter is very 
high yet the net binding energy is very weak As we showed all energies were 
withdrawn and transformed into particles except that bit residual energy. When 
β decay produces excess particles which of course need to occupy space then in-
stead of increase of the density there would be other solution suitable for the 
giant atom which is escape of the charges. Now, β decay inside the giant charge 
means production of excess protons which would do repulsion with the initial 
protons. Production of excess charges would lead to that the left side of the in-
equality form of Equation (74) would lead to that, the protons of the giant pro-
ton (and the electrons of the giant electron) would be attracted together as sin-
gled particles. This would result in evacuation of the sphere from the charges. 
After that, excess β decay would lead to formation of the atoms and consequent-
ly much increase of the inter-particles distances giving increase in the radius of 
the giant charge and consequently decrease in the gravitational binding energy 
inside the giant charge which would result in escape of any residual charges of 
the giant orbit (you have to go back to Equation (75) in its inequality form) and 
so it appears as evacuated giant sphere (neutral body formed of atoms). This 
would results in attraction of these neutral bodies by the effective gravitational 
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field and so allowing the identical orbitals (having the same number of waves 
and the same wavelength—as in Equation (67)—of the same planet) to interfere 
and form finally the solar system. The classic dynamics would receive the file of 
the orbital motion to preserve it without modification. This means that the 
emergent deficit in the initial condition (electric giant atom) is treated urgently 
and definitely by overlapping the waves of the identical orbitals of the units of 
the same planet (and of the sun units). This means that the total energy (Eg + Ee) 
is conserved by the interference of the identical orbitals (which have the same 
wavelength). The initial condition at the giant charge appeared as; Ee + ~0 = the 
final condition (after union of the units of the same planet and union of the 
units of sun) = 0 + Eg. 

From the equality mentioned in Equation (21), the giant electron needs num-
ber of particles 1840 times as massive as the giant proton, hence, the latter orbits 
around the first. Hence, we can define the orbit length RS and the orbital speed 
vS. 

In the stage of the neutron decay the familiar atoms are formed, consequently, 
the next results would be established: 

1) rc and v inside the sphere S would vanish and the free charges escape from 
the sphere.  

2) The electrostatic potential between the giant electron and its giant proton 
vanish. 

3) The Newtonian gravitational potential would predominantly receive the file 
of the orbital motion to conserve RS & vS.  

From 1, we can conclude the next results: 
The relativistic number of the particles would vanish so, we return to on n=  

and .S s=  
The Newtonian gravitational potential of the solar system orbitals needs union 

of enough number of s (not S) to conserve RS & vS.  
From all above, we conclude that we return again to the common physics 

which states that the charges quantity is conserved (generally, the sum of the 
baryon or lepton number of all incoming particles is the same as the sum of the 
baryon numbers of all particles resulting from the operation): we began with 
number of charges inside the sphere s equal p and then it became relativistic 

2P pγ=  (and also 2
on nγ= ) then returned again into its original nonrelativis-

tic form p (and also n) but it escaped outside the sphere. That is to say: particles 
cannot be created or destroyed except in pairs, where one is ordinary and the 
other is an antiparticle. 

16. The Solar System 

We know that the solar system is formed of nine planets rotate around the sun. 
The nearest one to the sun is mercury which has orbit radius = 105.8 10 m×  and 
orbital speed 44.74 10 m sv = × . The following table shows the relative parame-
ters which the planets obey [12] [13] [16] [17] 
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 Mercury Venus Saturn Pluto 

v 1(= 4.74 × 104 m/s) 1/1.36 1/5 1/10 

R 1(= 5.79 × 1010 m) (1.36)2 25 100 

Our suggestion states that; each planet had formed (historically) of similar 
and homologous units. The number of the planet units could be concluded by 
dividing the planet mass over the mass of the giant proton. Each of these units 
had behaved as a giant proton. Each planet unit had a sun which had behaved as 
a giant electron. 

The planet unit had rotated—on a base of quantum mechanics—around its 
sun unit forming a system of “giant atom”. 

The old system had finished by union of all the sun units to form one “sun” 
and union of the identical planet units to form one planet (interference of the 
identical orbitals). So the different planet units had formed nine planets. 
So—now—we have one sun and nine planets. We also suggested for the solar 
system the following: 

The units of the same planet had the same R & v therefore after beta decay 
they pulled to each other and collect in one body mass. Also do the electrons 
evacuated giant electrons. So we would have one planet orbits its special sun. 
The units of another higher state have another 𝑣𝑣 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 𝑅𝑅 therefore they collect in 
a higher level with radius of orbit = R∙d2. 

Because of the radii of the orbits of the units of the different suns are not so 
away from each other comparative with the units of the different planets so they 
collect in one mass that is; one sun and nine planets. Mercury orbit represented 
the ground state of the solar system motion. The higher planets obey; 

2R R d v v d′ ′= ⋅ → = . 

17. The Ratio “Ms ÷ ΣMp” 

It is the ratio between mass of the sun and the summed masses of all planets. 
Our estimation gave; 1840s pM M÷Σ =  
The astronomic ratio ≈ 600 where the sun natal mass = 2.13 × 1030 kg [11] 
Therefore, there is error in our estimation = 1840 ÷ 600 = 3 
So we suggest for dealing this error that; there were 3 orbiting giant protons 

for each giant electron as; (O, y, z), (x, O, z) & (x, y, O). 

1840 3 600 timess pM M∴ ÷Σ = ÷ =              (95) 

Three orbiting giant protons for each giant electron should make elliptical or-
bit (even in the ground state) and give spatial shape as if it was real giant atom. 

Union of the three orbits (overlap of their waves) in the Newtonian stage may 
explain the final shape of the orbit. 

18. The Giant Charge Interior 

After we knew physics of Compton sphere and how it replicated till it becomes 
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giant charge then this giant charge is the final macroscopic product. Its interior 
would forget the entire microscopic events and would remember only: the huge  

charge (which is formed of one charge and 121.2123 10n
p
≈ ×  neutrons) is the 

unit of GCU. Then, the mass of the huge charge u
nm m
p

= =  & guu  is the  

gravitational energy per a huge charge so the huge charge is the one which de-
scribes this wavy behavior. The huge proton has a classic radius  

316 12 123 10 10 3 10 mur
− −= × × ≈ ×  but its wave length is shorter. So, we can con-

sider that one proton with 121.2123 10n
p
= ×  neutrons is encapsulated by one  

huge wave hence the momentum p appears as expression of this wave as: 
2 .up m E=  

Anyway, each particle of the giant charge (the adult) appears with rest mass = 
ms and with zero energy except its ug which appears as the residual binding  

energy of the system. So it has: 3
5gu

nm n m
p

u G
r

 
⋅  
 =  where the product  

between the brackets is the mass of the huge charge (notice that, = ms). The ratio  
n
p

 and the density of matter and consequently the density of energy inside the  

sphere are conserved. Equations (23) & (24) describe the density of energy of the 
particle inside the Compton’s sphere and also inside the giant charge. This form 
of the two equations guarantees that v never exceeds c; therefore the entire ener-
gies for a proton & a neutron inside the giant charge appear as 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 2
e G c G gu e m c m guu u u u u u u u u u mc+ + + + ≡ + + + + =       (96) 

where: um is the magnetic energy subdivision. The motion inside the giant 
sphere is withdrawn and appears here, in the macroscopic version as rest energy 
except a bit of energy is still alive and represents the net residual energy of the 
system. The particles by this residual energy possess matter waves. We can esti-
mate the wave length 2410 mλ −≈  therefore this estimated wave length is com-
paratively very small compared with the spacing rc which means deviation to-
wards the classic mechanics. We discussed all the energetic terms inside our 
sphere. Because the pair term of this sphere depends on the spin coupling inte-
raction of its nucleons [17] & it is odd or even number (as in the liquid drop 
model of the nucleus) and because the pairing term decreases with the even mass 
number A and equals zero if it was odd [18] and because A of the Compton’s 
sphere is very great so we can consider the energy of this term neglected if com-
pared with uG. Any way, we can consider the mass number is odd so the term 
equals zero. We have also to remember that all the equations of the Compton’s 
sphere are constrained and directed mathematically to realize the initial condi-
tions.  

Diagrammatic Summary 
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1) 
2

2
o o

o

ek E m c
r

= =  

2) The intuit; 
2

21 o o
o

ek E m c
r
× = =  → macroscopic state of the Compton  

sphere in a rest state → om m=  & or r=  therefore the energy density of a par-
ticle defined by Equation (1) is still describing the energy density of the giant 
particle (where v never exceed c).  

3) Any other additional solution should be constrained by this intuit. This 
equation carries three results. The first is; the squared c does not mean real speed, 
so the particle is in a rest state without relativistic relations. The second is that; 
we succeeded to abort—physically—the repulsive electric energy. The third re-
sult appears if we wrote c in the next relativistic form; 

2 2 2
2 2 2

2 2 2 2

1 11 o o o o
o

e c ck E m c m c m c
r γ γ γ γ

        − + = = − + =       
          

=


 ↓ 

(↓) (↓) 

(Original relativity 2 2 2
om mγ= =  ← 2

1v ) + g2
2 2

u
v

m
 

= 
 

 

↓ 
Giant Charge Unit = Compton Sphere ← ( )2 2v c≡  → 2

om c  ↑ 
4) On the same way, Equations (31)-(38) can abort the exclusive quantum 

energy due to the spacing between particles of the sphere. 
The original relativity should be constrained by the above intuit → alternative 

relativistic solution; om m= , or r= , v c≡  & 2 2410o on n nγ= =  → Giant 
Charge = relativistic compton sphere → the solar system.   

Larmor’s equation problem: 
It is clear that the circular (or the elliptical) orbit of the giant atom differs 

from the normal atom in which the electron is described by the wave function 
where it appears as cloud spread all over its standing wave (not orbiting in a cir-
cle otherwise it would radiate till finally fall in the nucleus). If we go to the ma-
thematic derivation of Larmor’s equation and as approximation comparison 
with orbit of a hydrogen atom: if the number of the elementary charges in the 
giant atom = q and its orbit radius = R, and if A is a constant, and using J.J 
Thomson treatment with the suitable modification 
∴  The energy lost P per an elementary charge per second, 

( )22 2Aqa Aq v R= = . This gives ratio between 𝑃𝑃 of the giant proton and that 
of the electron of a hydrogen atom as; 33 7 42 1610 10 10 10g eP P − − −≈ × × ≈ . This 
means that each proton of the giant proton can orbit in a circle for a long time 
without emitting considerable radiation. From another side, it is quite clear that 
inside the giant charge itself and according to the equality—which we showed in 
the beginning of this study—between Ee and EG there would be neither accelera-
tion nor emitting radiation. Finally you notice that the giant atom physics can 
carry all the information’s about the system like radius and speed of the orbits, 
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the (Ms ÷ ΣMp) ratio, the elliptical shape and its eccentricity, and also degree of 
the orbit decline and spin of the planets. 

Results: 
1) The density of the giant charge defined by the spacing 163.127 10 mcr

−= ×  
is the density of the “rest” macro-state in which the particles condensate so 
much that they feel neither their charges nor their quantum effect, while the  

density of the Compton sphere defined by 163.127 10 1c
nr

pxµ
−= × ÷ −  is the  

density of the micro-states in which the particles condensate & replicate by the 
relativistic alternative solution. 

2) If we multiplied the electric subdivision—of the rest energy of the par-
ticle—by one, and if we factorized and analyzed this one—as Equations (5) & (6) 
and then followed up the relativistic micro-state of Equation (7) we would get 
the solar system as in Equations (79), (86) & (95).  

3) We succeeded to fix the coulomb’s form of the electric energy on the rest 
energy form as in Equation (3). We also succeeded to do a junction between the 
classic & the quantum mechanics. 

Conclusion:  
The giant atom like system is a scientific truth. This is confirmed by what we 

found as complete coincidence between the parameters of such a system and 
that of the solar system. Such a system carries the scientific seeds of physics of 
self-replication. 
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Appendix 

Actually Lorentz postulated that the intrinsic energy of the charged particle is 
due to its electromagnetic behavior [19]. So let us estimate the part of the elec-
tromagnetic energy due to the electric field and add it to that part due to the mo-
tion (spin) of the particle (magnetic energy). Now in each infinitesimal volume 
we have the electric energy density in the form of; ( ) ( )1 2EE Eω ⋅∆ = . Where 
ω is the permittivity constant of space and (E∙E) is the dot product of the electric 
field vector (the result is scalar). And all over the spherical volume we have the 
electric potential per particle 

( )
2π π2 2

2
2 4

0 0

2sin d d
4π 2

1
32π 2e

r
o

e eu r r d
aa

m cθ θ φ
ωω

∞

= = =∫ ∫ ∫  

where ω is the permittivity constant. We would estimate the magnetic field B in 
z-direction (in S.I. units) postulating a literal circular motion of the charged par-
ticle with radius of rotation equals its classic radius a r= . So we would estimate 
the magnitude of B in z-direction due to motion of the charged elementary par-
ticle in a circle with length 2πl a=  where a r= . From Biot-Savart law in its  
simple form:  

2

d
4π 2

l i
r

B i
a

µ µ
== ∫   

where μ is the permeability constant of the space and i is the electric current of 

the charged particle as: 22π 4π
e ev evi
T a a

B µ
→ == = . The magnetic moment is es-

timated as: 2π .m i a=  
∴The energy part due to spin su= = − ×m B  where × is the cross product 

which gives in z-direction: 
2

2 .
4π2 s

v e u
a

µ =  

Put v c=  and put 2 1.cωµ =  

( )
2

4π 2su e
aω

∴ =  or, we can estimate it directly from Maxwell equations as: 

( ) 2 2
2 2 2 whereE B E B E cµ∆ = = = −  

And the total energy is estimated by adding the two parts of energy 

( )
2

2

4π
2

2 ou E m ce
aω

∴ = ∆ = =  

If we applied the above mathematic manipulation in Equation (2) (the giant 
charge unit) then either in the macroscopic state (rest state) or the microscopic 
state ( v c≈ ) the result would be the same 

2 2 2 2

2 2
2 21 1 1 1

2 2 2 2
o o o o

o o
o o

e e e ek n k n k n k n
r r r re em c m c k k
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   + = − + + − +
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where, 
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. Where, the product inside the 

brackets = 1. 
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